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Abstract 

Solid waste generation is an inevitable consequence of human activities and has been rapidly 

increasing in recent years. Remarkably, biodegradable municipal solid waste (BMSW) was 

often reported to account 50-60% total municipal solid waste, which has been landfilling for 

many years. That has caused various issues that threaten the environment and public health. 

Therefore, researchers have been urged to search for high feasible methods to deal with BMSW. 

Within sustainable solutions, anaerobic digestion (AD) systems which convert biodegradable 

waste into energy gas, have particularly attracted attention within the scientific community. 

In my study, a new AD system has been developed based on current potential techniques. 

The factors affecting the operation of the developed system has been discussed to find out its 

suitable operation range. This dissertation covered five following chapters: 

Chapter 1 – A review of anaerobic digestion systems for biodegradable waste: 

Configurations, operating parameters, and current trends. This chapter showed that two-stage 

anaerobic digestion (TAD) system, which separates sensitive methanogenesis and insensitive 

hydrolysis in two different reactors, is the most potential technique. Especially, methanogenic 

reactors using granular sludge have super high load threshold. However, applying TAD with 

granular sludge to deal with BMSW has not been studied yet. 

Chapter 2 – Developing a new two-stage anaerobic digestion system. In which, the granular 

sludge has been employed with the desire to achieve both high stability and high organic loading 

rate.  However, this study used a different principle compared to the current technics. Instead 

of using a high-speed flow to increase contact between granules and substrates, this study 

wanted to operate at a low-speed flow. Therefore, the granules settled down at the bottom of 

the reactor to create an anaerobic filter zone. A fine biomass (suspended sludge) layer was also 

maintained at upper the granular filter zone. The anaerobic bacteria in this layer would 

decompose the rest of the substrate. Especially, biogas gas generated at high-speed would help 

to form a fluidized zone resulting in well contact between the rest of the substrate and suspended 

sludge. Therefore, the efficiency of the reactor would well at high organic loading rate. 

Furthermore, while most studies have employed granular sludge collected from another reactor, 

anaerobic bacteria in this study was enriched from the digestive bacteria system of horses. 

Chapter 3 - Comparison between single- and two-stage anaerobic digestion: Kinetics of 

methanogenesis and carbon flow. This chapter wanted to verify the performance of the 

developed TAD system comparing to the conventional single-stage anaerobic digestion (SAD) 

system. The SAD experiments completed after a long digestion time (143 days) and was 
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characterized by the kinetic rate constant k=0.02 day-1 which was much lower than that in the 

TAD (k = 0.66-2.16 day-1). The SAD seemed to be inhibited due to the high concentration of 

free ammonia and low inoculum to substrate ratio. In the SAD, only 17.8-22.3% of the initial 

carbon could be converted into biogas (equivalent to 91-110 Nml/g-VS) with low methane 

content (44.1-48.7%). Meanwhile, TAD converted 41.67% initial carbon to biogas (equivalent 

to 299.0-374.6 Nml/g-VS) with high methane content (71.68-81.0%). Moreover, the 

methanogenesis in the TAD had high stability which helped it get back to normal state after 

only several days although the concentrations of the influent increased double in the range of 

6.5-24.5 g-COD/l. As these results, the TAD was much more stable, faster, and stronger than 

that in the SAD. 

Chapter 4 studied the effects of pH, HRT, and OLR on the developed two-stage anaerobic 

digestion system. In the fermentation reactor, increasing pH in the range of 4.5 to 6.5 caused a 

significant increase in the yield and composition of the fermentative products. Fermentation at 

pH 4.5 produced 53.88 g-SCOD/g-VS and 25.2 g-VFA/g-VS (49.3%, acetate and propionate). 

These concentrations increased gradually up to 64.09 g-SCOD/g-VS and 32.4 g-VFA/g-VS 

(71.6%, acetate and propionate) at pH 6.5. There was no significant difference between 

fermentation at pH 6.0 and 6.5. In the methane reactor, biogas yield was in the range of 193.3-

327 Nml/g-TS with 54.2-71.6% of CH4. That was due to the effects of operating parameters. 

While pH and HRT showed synergic effects on the performance of methanogenesis, OLR 

presented antagonistic effects. And the influences of OLRs and HRT was more and more clearly 

at lower pH of the influent. Working with pH input of 6.0-6.5, the reactor could operate well at 

a very high OLR (11.4 kg-TS/L/d) even using the shortest HRT (3.5 d). The reactor worked 

with the pHs below this range would be inhibited significantly. When pH-input at 4.5, the 

reactor could only work with low OLRs.  

Chapter 5 - Influence of the effluent recirculation on two-stage anaerobic digestion of 

biodegradable municipal solid waste. This chapter introduced the effluent to control pH at the 

hydrolytic reactor and also dilute hydrolysate concentration. Results in fermentation reactor 

showed that using the effluent recirculation brought stabilization at the pH 6.5. Meanwhile, 

without recirculating the effluent, it cost a dose of 76.7 g-NaOH/kg-TS to maintain fermentation 

at pH 6.5. At a lower alkaline dose of 49.9 g-NaOH/kg-TS caused a decrease of the pH down 

to 5.5 leading to a reduction of 5.2% TCOD, 5.6% SCOD and 9.6% TVFAs.  Continue to 

recirculate the effluent to dilute hydrolysate at BT increased pH of substrate resulted in having 

higher performance compared to without the effluent recirculation. Increasing recirculation rate 

in the range of 0.5-3 at buffer tank led to change the operating parameters of the methane reactor 
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including reducing both input concentration from 71.8 to 26.7 g/L and HRT from 7.02 to 2.63 

days. Recirculation rate 2 was the best ratio for operation (TCOD input of 35.2 g-O2/L) to 

gaining biogas yield of 431.7 Nml/g-VS (64% CH4) and COD removal of 92.7%. At RR 3, 

contact time between biomass sludge and substrate flow was not long enough. At lower 

recirculation rates, activities of microorganism were inhibited by direct contact to a high 

concentration of hydrolysate. 
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Chapter 1 - A review of anaerobic digestion systems for biodegradable 

waste: Configurations, operating parameters, and current trends 

 

 

Abstract. 

With benefits to the human health, environment, economy, and energy, anaerobic digestion 

(AD) systems have attracted remarkable attention within the scientific community. Anaerobic 

digestion system is created from (bio)reactors to perform a series of bi-metabolism steps 

including hydrolysis/acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and methanogenesis. By considering the 

physical separation of the digestion steps above, AD systems can be classified into single-stage 

(all digestion steps in one reactor) and multi-stage (digestion steps in various reactors). 

Operation of the AD systems does not only depend on the type of digestion system but also 

relies on the interaction among growth factors (temperature, pH, and nutrients), the type of 

reactor, and operating parameters (retention time, organic loading rate). However, these 

interactions were often reviewed inadequately for the single-stage digestion systems. Therefore, 

this paper aims to provide a comprehensive review of both single-stage and multi-stage systems 

as well as the influence of the growth factors, operating conditions, and the type of reactor on 

them. From those points, the advantages, disadvantages, and application range of each system 

are well understood.  

 

Keywords: Anaerobic digestion systems; anaerobic digester; single-stage; two-stage; 

three-stage; solid waste treatment. 

 

1.1.Introduction 

Solid waste generation is an inevitable consequence of human activities and its rapid increase 

in recent years has caused significant problems that humankind has to deal with. In 2010, nearly 

1.3 billion metric tons of municipal solid waste (MSW) were produced worldwide, and the 

annual generation is estimated to increase up to 2.2 billion metric tons by 2025 (Al Seadi et al., 

2013; Hoornweg & Bhada-Tata, 2012). The organic fraction of MSW (OFMSW) was often 

reported around 50-60% of total MSW, which had been cast off in landfills for many years (Al 

Seadi et al., 2013; Rapport et al., 2008; Trzcinski & David, 2017; W. Zhang et al., 2015). 
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According to Hoornweg and Bhada-Tata (2012), an annual amount of 250.05 million tons 

MSW was dumped into landfills in high-income countries; that of low-income and middle-

income countries were 2.67 and 157.1 million tons, respectively. Besides OFMSW, major 

sources of biodegradable waste also originate from agriculture (animal manures, energy crops, 

algal biomass, harvest remains), food industry (food/beverage processing, dairy, starch, sugar, 

pulp/paper, ect…), and sewage sludge (Kayhanian et al., 2007; Kothari et al., 2014). Landfilling 

bio-degradable waste leads to various issues that threaten the environment and public health 

(Han et al., 2014; Hoornweg & Bhada-Tata, 2012). Also, the fact that the world population 

continues to grow together with the progress of human civilization leads to the increase of 

global energy demand. The traditional energy sources such as fossil fuel are exhausting, and 

nuclear energy is a potential risk to the environment and human health (H. H. Chen & Lee, 

2014). Thus, the increasing energy demand is becoming a global challenge, and this has 

promoted the interest in search of alternative energy sources. Meanwhile, biodegradable waste 

can be converted to methane gas (renewable energy source) by using anaerobic digestion (AD) 

systems. Therefore, with benefits to the human health, environment, economy, and energy 

conservation, the AD systems have attracted remarkable attention within the scientific 

community (Deng et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2015).    

The AD systems are constituted from reactors to perform a series of bi-metabolism steps 

including hydrolysis/acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and methanogenesis (Chiu & Lo, 2016; Mao 

et al., 2015; C. Zhang et al., 2014).  By considering the physical separation of the digestion 

steps in various reactors, the AD digestion systems include single-stage, two-stage, and three-

stage. In which, reactors are the place where growth factors (temperature - T, pH, nutrients) and 

operating parameters (retention time – RT and organic loading rate - OLR) are controlled to 

allow one or several digestion steps occur (Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007; Gerardi, 2003). The 

growth factors affect the living conditions of anaerobes and determine the success or failure of 

the reactors (Mao et al., 2015). Meanwhile, the RT determines the contact time between 

microorganism and substrate so that it is long enough to complete the transformation. A too 

long RT will lead to such a big reactor that will increase investment and operating costs. The 

OLR determines a measure of the amount of daily organic matter treated by a certain volume 

of the reactor. Both RT and OLR rely on the growth factors and the type of reactor. So the 

performance of the AD systems is determined by the complex relationships among the growth 

factors, the operating parameters, system type, type of reactor, and also coordination of reactors 
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in the system. These relationships were often reviewed inadequately in the single-stage 

digestion system (Chiu & Lo, 2016; Kothari et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2015). Meanwhile, for the 

multi-stage digestion systems, the information is still limited. Demirel and Yenigün (2002) are 

two of few authors who did a review on the operation of the two-stage digestion system. 

However, they only investigated one configuration of the continuous stirred tank reactor 

(CSTR) for hydrolysis/acidogenesis and the upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactor 

for the methanogenesis. Moreover, the three-stage digestion system has limited information. So 

far there have been no studies providing a systematic and full review of the AD systems, 

including the coordination between the functional reactors in a system as well as the operation 

of each reactor. 

This paper aims to provide a comprehensive review of the AD systems for biodegradable waste 

including the single-stage, two-stage, and three-stage systems. Each type of them is discussed 

about classification, configuration, and operation. Moreover, advantages, disadvantages, and 

application ranges for each system are also evaluated. The factors influencing the AD systems 

are identified and discussed based on the existing literature. Therefore, this study is as a 

guideline for the AD system design. This paper is organized into five following sections. 

Section 1 is an introduction. Section 2 presents mechanism of AD processes and anaerobic 

reactors which are responsible for the AD process. In Section 3, the operation of the AD 

systems is systematized according to the biological phase separation, and the newest 

achievements are reviewed within the literature. Section 4 presents the current applications.  

Finally, Section 5 is conclusions and recommendations.  

 

1.2.Basics of Anaerobic Digestion  

1.2.1. Biochemical mechanism of biogas production 

The anaerobic digestion is a series of bio-metabolism steps including hydrolysis, acidogenesis, 

acetogenesis, and methanogenesis, respectively (Appels et al., 2008; Chiu & Lo, 2016; Demirel 

& Scherer, 2008; Mao et al., 2015; Ostrem, 2004; C. Zhang et al., 2014; Ziemiński & Frąc, 

2012), see Fig. S1. In which, every digestion step has different growth characteristics as 

presented below. 

The first step (hydrolysis, also called solubilization) breaks down high molecular weight 

constituents (e.g., lipids, carbohydrate, and protein) into smaller soluble organic matter (e.g., 

fatty acid, glucose, and amino acid) by exo-enzymes, and is represented by reaction (1) (Abbasi 
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et al., 2011; Gerardi, 2003). The hydrolytic microorganism has ability to strongly resist the 

environmental fluctuations and the toxins which may be present in the feedstock (Stewart, 

2014). They can work in a wide range of pH (4-11) (P. Zhang et al., 2009). However, pH-values 

in the range of 6 - 8 were often reported to provide an optimum working condition for hydrolysis 

(Sanders, 2001; Trzcinski & David, 2017; B. Zhang et al., 2005). The hydrolysis of 

lignocellulosic materials is a relatively slow process. Thus, hydrolysis is considered as a rate-

limiting process in the digestion of lignocellulose (Krishna & Kalamdhad, 2014; Ostrem, 2004; 

C. Zhang et al., 2014). Fortunately, this issue can be accelerated significantly by using pre-

treatment processes including physical, chemical, and biological methods. The details of these 

methods are presented by Ariunbaatar et al. (2014). 

 ( ) +   (1) 

The second step (acidogenesis) transforms the products of the hydrolytic process into volatile 

fatty acids (VFAs) such as propionic acid, butyric acid, acetic acid and ethanol by the action of 

the acidogenic bacteria (Buyukkamaci & Filibeli, 2004; Cysneiros et al., 2012; Pham et al., 

2012). They have characteristics of strong and fast growth with a minimum doubling time of 

30 mins (Ramos-Suárez et al., 2015). Acidogenesis can be described by equations (2-5) (Abbasi 

et al., 2011; Gerardi, 2003; Krishna & Kalamdhad, 2014; Ostrem, 2004). The pH-conditions 

significantly influence VFA products. By stepwise shifting pH from 4 to 8, the main products 

changed from butyric and acetic acids to acetic and propionic acids (Fang & Liu, 2002; Horiuchi 

et al., 1999). Moreover, the VFAs formation was strongly inhibited with pH below 4.0 

(Stronach et al., 2012). The pH in the range of 5.5-6.5 was often reported as the optimal range 

(Mao et al., 2015).     3                                             (2) + 2 →   2CH CH COO + 2H + 2                                                  (3) →   CH (CH ) COO + + 2CO + 2                                                    (4) →   2CH CH + 2                                                                                (5) 

The third step (acetogenesis) transforms most products of acidogenesis into acetic acid 

(CH3COOH), hydrogen (H2), and carbon dioxide (CO2) as shown in reactions (6-9) 

(Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007; Deublein & Steinhauser, 2011; Gerardi, 2003; Ostrem, 2004). 

The growth kinetic of acetogenesis is slower than which of acidogenesis, with a minimal 

doubling time in the range of 1.5-4 days (Ramos-Suárez et al., 2015). Acetogens are strict 

anaerobes, the present of oxidants like oxygen or nitrate is toxic (Krishna & Kalamdhad, 2014), 
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and they work better in acid-weak environment (pH from 6.0 to 6.2) (Ramos-Suárez et al., 

2015). Remarkably, high partial pressure of hydrogen product (≥ 10-4 atm) inhibits reactions 

(6) and (7), hence hydrogen product should be released (Burton et al., 2014; Stronach et al., 

2012).  CH CH CO + 2 →  CH COO + + 3                                                    (6) CH (CH ) CO + 2 →  2CH COO + + 2                                              (7) CH CH + →  CH COO + + 2                                                            (8) 2 + 4 →   CH COO + + 2                                                                   (9) 

The fourth step (methanogenesis) plays the most important role in generating methane gas by 

methanogens. There are two basic mechanisms for methane generation including acetoclastic 

and hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis. The first way, acetotrophic bacteria ferment acetic acid 

to CH4 and CO2 as equation (10) (Krishna & Kalamdhad, 2014; J. B. van Lier et al., 2008). The 

second one, hydrogenotrophic methanogens use CO2 and H2 as a food source, as given in 

reactions (11) (Demirel & Scherer, 2008; Krishna & Kalamdhad, 2014; J. B. van Lier et al., 

2008). While the minimum doubling time of hydrogenotrophic bacteria is in the range of 4-12 

hours, acetotrophic bacteria have a much lower maximum growth rate with doubling times of 

2-3 days (Ramos-Suárez et al., 2015; J. B. van Lier et al., 2008). Generally, methanogens are 

extremely sensitive to pH condition, the presence of oxygen, and other factors such as free 

ammonia (FAN), H2S, and VFAs (Gerardi, 2003). They cannot work at pH condition lower 

than 6.2, even die in the pH condition under 6.0  (Gerardi, 2003; Ostrem, 2004), and can be 

inhibited by releasing free ammonia (FAN) when pH-value is over > 7.8 (Ramos-Suárez et al., 

2015). The optimal pH-value was often reported at neutral environment (7.0-7.2) (Mao et al., 

2015; Nayono, 2010; Ostrem, 2004; L. Yu et al., 2013). Methanogenic process lost stable stage 

when FAN concentration reached 0.6-0.69 g/L (Duan et al., 2012; Gallert & Winter, 1997), 

reduced 50% performance when FAN concentration was 1.45 g/L (Nakakubo et al., 2008), and 

failed by FAN concentration of 1.7-1.8 g/L (Yenigün & Demirel, 2013). The optimum 

concentrations of sulfur for the growth of methanogens were reported in the literature to vary 

from 16 to 160 mg-S/L (Uemura, 2010). The methanogenesis was often stable with a low VFA 

concentration (< 200mg/l), and inhibition occurred when acetate concentration exceeded 3g/l  

(Burton et al., 2014). The oscillation of temperature in the reactor should be as small as possible, 

that is, < 1°C/day for thermophiles and 2 - 3°C/day for mesophiles (Gerardi, 2003). 
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1.2.2. Anaerobic reactors 

Anaerobic reactor (digester) is considered as the heart of digestion systems, which 

encourages anaerobic microorganisms to thrive inside for responding to the digestion steps. 

While the success of the digester depends very much on pH condition as described in section 

2.1, its digestion rate is significantly dependent on temperature condition. Temperature is not 

only one of the most important in the selection of microbial group inside reactors, but it also 

influences the state of substrates such as the solubility, metabolic rate, and ionization equilibria. 

According to temperature conditions, there are three microorganism groups including 

psychrophiles, mesophiles and thermophiles respectively living in the temperature range of 4-

15oC, 20-40oC and 45-70oC (El-Mashad et al., 2004). The influence of temperature on the 

growth rate of each group is shown in Fig. S2. In general, the increase in temperature has 

benefits of enhancing reaction rates significantly (Appels et al., 2008). However, the mesophiles 

are less sensitive to environmental changes than the thermophiles, hence operation reactor at 

thermophilic temperature requires higher technic than mesophilic condition (Chernicharo & 

Augusto, 2007; J. K. Kim et al., 2006). 

The anaerobic digesters can be categorized in several different ways, but the main 

classification can be set between wet and dry types relied on total solid (TS) contents because 

solid concentration has a great impact on the cost, performance, and technique of the AD 

process (Angelonidi & Smith, 2015; Lissens et al., 2001). Categorization of anaerobic reactors 

is summarized in Fig. 1.1a. The dry digesters have been designed to serve the feedstock having 

TS ≥ 20%, hence solid concentration within the reactor is also high (TS ≥ 15%) (Lissens et al., 

2001; Trzcinski & David, 2017; Vandevivere et al., 2003). In the dry digester, the substrate 

particles play the roles of nutrient source and also supporting media. Especially, the 

microorganisms not only attach to the surface but also penetrate through substrate particles 

(Pandey, 2003). The dry type can be classified into three groups including the horizontal plug-

flow, vertical plug-flow, and non-flow (batch type). The brief descriptions of these digesters 

are shown in Table S1, and the discussion about them is presented in the next section. The wet 

digesters are defined to serve the feedstock having TS ≤ 15% and well known in the wastewater 

treatment field (De Wilde et al., 2014; Rapport et al., 2008). They can often be classified based 

on the growth of bacteria inside including suspended growth and attached growth (Metcalf et 
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al., 2003). In the suspended growth digester, the microorganisms are maintained in suspension 

within the liquid. Meanwhile, they attach and grow on the surface of supporting media in the 

attached growth reactor. Detail descriptions of their representatives are shown in Table S2.  

The design and operation of the anaerobic reactor are characterized by two parameters 

including retention time (RT) and organic loading rate (OLR). In which, the RT is defined as 

the average time that the substrate maintained in a reactor and quantified by the equation: RT 

= reactor volume/daily flow. The RT has to be long enough to ensure the completion of one or 

several digestion steps that the reactor is in charge. For the wet reactor, the substrate materials 

are often separated into liquid and solid materials thus the RT is divided into hydraulic retention 

time (HRT) and solid retention time (SRT). Meanwhile, the OLR gives a measure of the amount 

of daily organic matter treated by a certain volume of the reactor and calculated indirectly via 

RT by equation OLR = Organic-concentration/RT. Both RT and OLR depend on the process 

parameters that influence the anaerobic bacterial growth such as temperature, pH, and waste 

characteristics.  

 

1.3.Anaerobic Digestion System 

The simplest anaerobic digestion system contains one reactor which is responsible for doing 

all four digestion steps. It is called the single-stage digestion system. However, along with the 

development of science and biotechnology, scientists have found that each digestion step has 

different optimal thriving conditions (Mao et al., 2015; Ramos-Suárez et al., 2015; Trzcinski & 

David, 2017). Therefore, the idea of the physical separation of the digestion steps (multi-stage 

digestion) has been given the aim to optimize each of them to reach the highest performance of 

transformation. Currently, the multi-stage digestion systems only include two-stage and three-

stage systems. The two-stage system performs hydrolysis and methanogenesis in two different 

reactors. More complex, the three-stage system performs the hydrolysis, 

acidogenesis/acetogenesis, and methanogenesis in various reactors. This paper classifies the 

subcategories of the AD systems based on type (wet or dry) of reactor employed as shown in 

Fig. 1.1b. 
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Fig. 1.1. a) Classification of digesters; b) Classification of AD systems 
         
1.3.1. The single-stage systems 

In principle, the environmental conditions are not necessarily optimal for any digestion step, 

but they satisfy all four steps (Ostrem, 2004). However as shown in Section 2.1, the range of 

growth conditions for the methanogen is covered by the other process steps. Moreover, 

methanogens are the most sensitive to the environment and also have the slowest growth among 

microorganism consortium. Therefore, the environmental conditions in the single-stage 

digestion systems should be optimized for methanogenesis. Commonly, the single –stage 

system operates with some requirements: Carbon to nitrogen (C/N) of the substrate in the range 

of 15 - 30 (Kothari et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2015; C. Zhang et al., 2014); pH ranging between 

6.8 and 7.4 (Kothari et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2015); HRT 30 days at mesophilic temperature, 20 

days at thermophilic, and 50 days at psychrophilic. 

1.3.1.1.The wet single-stage systems 

They are the single-stage systems employing the wet reactor, and they can be classified into 

two groups including low-rate (OLR = 0.5 - 1.6 kg-VS/m3.day-1) and high-rate (OLR = 1.6 - 

4.8 kg-VS/m3.day-1) (Ramos-Suárez et al., 2015). A number of studies have shown that they 

are sensitive to inhibitor such as FAN. According to the study of Duan et al. (2012), FAN level 

> 0.6 mg/l was the key factor influencing system stability.  Nakakubo et al. (2008) showed that 

methane yield was reduced 50% when FAN concentration was up to 1.45 g/L. And Yen and 

Brune (2007) reported that the system could fail when FAN increased within to the range of 

1.7-1.8 g/L.  

a. The wet low-rate system  

a) b) 
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Liquid-state 
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(TS ≤ 5%)
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Suspended
(TS ≤ 15%)

Mixed 

Non-Mixed
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The wet low-rate system is the oldest and simplest type, has its key characteristics such as 

long RT (30-60 days), poor mixing process, and non-heating process (Nayono, 2010; Turovskiy 

& Mathai, 2006). It is a very simple operation, but very low performance, hence the low-rate 

systems have only been used within household-scale and farm-scale in developing countries 

such as China, India, and Vietnam (Abbasi et al., 2011).  The diagram principle of these systems 

is shown in Table S2.a. It doesn’t matter if it is small or large-scale, there is always a 

stratification inside reactors with four zones: (i) a scum layer, (ii) a liquid layer (or supernatant), 

(iii) a layer of digesting solids, and (iv) a layer of digested solids (Appels et al., 2008; Nayono, 

2010). Among these systems, the household-scale one (Table S2.b) is also known as floating-

dome digester or fixed dome digester. Although it has capacity in the range of 1 - 8 m3, the 1 – 

3 m3 one is the most commonly used. In this system, the daily feedstock is about 1/40 - 1/50 of 

the reactor volume (Abbasi et al., 2011). The farm-scale one (lagoon digester or anaerobic pond, 

see Table S2.c) is operated with an HRT in the range of 30 - 60 days, SRT of 50 - 100 days, 

and TS of the feedstock of 0.5 to 5% (Metcalf et al., 2003).  

b. The wet high-rate systems 

The wet high-rate systems have been developed from the low-rate digestion for improving 

performance. The feedstock can be heated and mixed to make a uniform environment, which 

leads to the fact that the reactor is less volume, more stable and more efficient (Turovskiy & 

Mathai, 2006). The first generation of the wet high-rate systems uses the wet plug flow (WPF) 

reactor (see Table S2.d), which is supported by a heat source. This system has been applied the 

most for manure with solid content in the range of 11-14% and HRT of 15 - 20 days (Abbasi et 

al., 2011; Roos et al., 2004). A more complicated reactor called completely mixed reactor 

(CMR) or continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) requires internal mixing activities, see Table 

S2.e. This system often operates at mesophilic temperature with OLR in the range of 1.5 - 5 kg-

VS/m3.day-1 and RT from 15 to 20 days (Abbasi et al., 2011). In the CSTR, the bacteria get 

washed away together with the effluent out of reactor (Abbasi et al., 2011). Meanwhile, to reach 

higher OLR, the reactor need a higher concentration of bacteria maintained inside. Therefore, 

the biomass of the effluent is separated in a settling tank and pumped back to the reactor where 

the biomass concentration is maintained in the range of 5 - 10% VS (Abbasi et al., 2011; Burton 

et al., 2014). It is called anaerobic contact (AC) system as shown in Table S2.f. Waasa, a 

famous brand name of AC system, is used for treating OFMSW. In Waasa system, fresh 

materials are mixed with effluent water to attain 10-15% TS. The OLR could reach 4 - 8 kg-
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VS/m3.day-1 with the efficiency of 100 - 150 m3-biogas/ton-waste and TS reduction of 50 - 60% 

(Rapport et al., 2008).  

When the substrate of the feedstock is mainly in the soluble state (or TS < 3-5%), the wet 

reactors with high biomass concentrations such as upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB), 

expanded granular sludge bed (ESGB), expanded bed (EB), fluidized bed (FB), internal 

circulation (IC), and anaerobic fixed bed (AFB) can be employed. The principles and 

application range of these reactors are presented in Table S2. They are well known in the 

industrial wastewater treatment sector. In the United States, application allocation of anaerobic 

technologies in the industrial wastewater treatment for period 2002-2007 included 34% UASB, 

33% IC, 22% EGSB, 1% AFB, and 10% others (J. B. van Lier et al., 2008).  

1.3.1.2.The dry single-stage systems 

The high solid waste can be treated by the wet digestion systems, but it needs to be added a 

large amount of water. Unfortunately, dilution of the waste stream not only demands higher 

costs of water and energy consumption but also requires a reactor with higher volume. 

Moreover, dilution of waste can drag on reducing biogas yield and make more wastewater 

(Lissens et al., 2001). Therefore, the dry digesters have been developed to deal with high solid 

waste (see Table S1). The main issues with the operation of dry systems compared to which of 

wet systems are the mixing and pumping of the substrate with high viscosity (De Wilde et al., 

2014). Along with the evolution of technologies, these issues gradually reduced. Nowadays 

Dranco, Valorga, Kompogas, and Biocell are the most commonly applied systems of pilot scale 

plans in Europe (De Wilde et al., 2014; Rapport et al., 2008). Generally, the dry systems are 

stronger than the wet ones because of stability even with ammonia concentration up to 2.5 - 3 

g/L and VFAs in the range of 23 - 24 g/L (D'Addario et al., 1993; Trzcinski & David, 2017).  

The Dranco system is such a vertical plug-flow digester (see Table S1.a). In this system, a 

part of the digestate is taken back to the mixing pump where it is blended with fresh materials 

(separated sources, particle size < 4 cm) for inoculation with a ratio of 6-8:1. After that, the 

mixture is introduced into the top of the reactor and moves downward to the conical bottom 

where a screw conveyor removes the digestate. The rest of digestate is dewatered before being 

composted. There is no active mixing within the reactor, hence 20 - 30% of biogas can be lost 

because of the incomplete digestion (Trzcinski & David, 2017). The system has been proved 

successful to treat solid wastes with TS ranging from 20 to 50% (Lissens et al., 2001). When 

OFMSW (TS of 30-45%) is processed in the mesophilic condition with HRT 20 days, VS 
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decreases 55% and 5-8 kg-VS/m3.day-1 OLR is produced (Kayhanian et al., 2007; Trzcinski & 

David, 2017). In the thermophilic temperature with RT 14 days, the amount of OLR could be 

up to 15 kg-VS/m3.day-1 and 65% of VS could be destroyed (Rapport et al., 2008). For digestion 

of OFMSW, alkali additive is often unnecessary, and pH inside the reactor is nearly 8. Each ton 

of waste can produce 120 - 170 m3-biogas (equivalent to 200 kWh) and the plant consumes 30 

- 40% of it and exports the rest (Trzcinski & David, 2017).  

The Kompogas system employs a horizontal plug-flow digester with internal rotors to assist 

in degassing and homogenizing waste (See Table S1.b). The incoming waste stream (particle 

size < 50mm) is mixed with the liquid of the digestate to attain TS in the range of 23 - 28% for 

the system to flow properly. At higher TS values, the mixture is hard to flow because of too 

high viscosity while lower TS values lead to accumulating sand and glass inside the reactor 

(Lissens et al., 2001; Rapport et al., 2008). The system often operates in the thermophilic 

condition (55 – 60oC) with HRT of 14 - 20 days. The digestate is dewatered by using a screw 

press then the solid part is composted by aeration within 2 - 3 weeks (Rapport et al., 2008; 

Trzcinski & David, 2017). For one ton of waste, the system can produce 130 - 150 m3-biogas, 

500 kg-compost, and 300 L liquid fertilizer.  

The Valorga system uses a vertical plug-flow reactor (see Table S1.a). The feedstock is the 

mixture of the incoming waste stream (size< 30mm) and the digestate with TS adjusted in the 

range of 25-30%. If TS concentration is less than 20%, the grit particles will quickly settle down 

to the bottom and clog the recirculated-gas pores (Rapport et al., 2008). The system produces 

about 140 m3-biogas/ton-waste with VS removal rate of 50% (Kayhanian et al., 2007).  For the 

substrate of OFMSW, the pH inside is often in the range of 7.8-8, hence alkali additive is not 

required. When pH drops, the feeding pump should stop until process regulates itself (Trzcinski 

& David, 2017). A part of the biogas product is injected back at the bottom of the reactor with 

high pressure (5 bar) for mixing purpose and keeping materials suspended (Abbasi et al., 2011; 

Trzcinski & David, 2017). The system is often operated in the mesophilic temperature with RT 

of 18 - 23 days and produces biogas yield of 220-270 L/kg-VS. After digestion, the digestate is 

composted within 2 - 3 weeks (Rapport et al., 2008). 

The dry-batch digestion system (see Table S1.c): This system originates to mimic the 

landfill process. However, unlike natural biodegradation in the landfill, the reaction in the dry-

batch system is accelerated by two basic factors. The first one is the continuous recirculation of 

the leachate. It permits formation of a high humidity environment and diffuseness of the 
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inoculum and the substrates. The second one is that temperature in the systems is controlled at 

the optimum range. This resulted in many fold higher biogas production rates and lower RT 

than observed in landfills (Vandevivere et al., 2003). The digester is loaded with fresh materials 

(TS of 30 - 40%), discharged, and then filled with a new batch. The digestion time finishes 

when biogas production ceases. After more than 20 days digesting at the mesophilic 

temperature, the digestate is aerated for 1 - 3 weeks for composting (De Wilde et al., 2014; 

Rapport et al., 2008). For each ton of waste, the system produces 90 kg of biogas (58% CH4), 

455 kg wastewater, and 310 kg of compost (Nayono, 2010). Despite saving 40% equipment 

cost compared to continuous-dry systems, the batch-dry systems have much lower applied ratio 

because they need much more space for construction (Rapport et al., 2008).  

1.3.1.3.Assessments 

The single-stage digestion systems have a wide application range and can cover the most 

type of biodegradable waste. The evaluation of the systems based on some technical targets is 

shown in Table 1.1; it also includes their advantages and disadvantages. In the single-stage 

digestion systems, the strong group bacteria (facultative microorganisms) can easily repulse the 

weak groups (methanogens) when living in the same reactor. Thus, the fluctuations of the load, 

pH, and solid concentration of the feedstock could harm the stability of the system. If the rate 

of acid formation is more than the rate of methane formation, it means there is an accumulation 

of VFAs, the system must be stopped and waited for turning stable status. Therefore, the two-

stage system can be considered as an optimal solution to deal with the mentioned issues above. 
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Table 1.1. Comparison between wet and dry single-state digestion systems (Abbasi et al., 2011; Rapport et al., 2008; Roos et al., 2004).  

Criteria 
Wet Dry 

Low rate 
High rate  

contact process 
High rate 

complete mixed 
High rate  

Others 
Continuous Batch 

TS (%) 0.5-5 < 5-10 10-15 < 3-5 20-35 30-40 

HRT/SRT (days) 30-60/50-100 >15/30 30 < 20/30-50 14-20 20 

OLR  
0.5-1.6 

(kg-VS.day-1/m3) 

1.6-4 

(kg-VS.day-1/m3) 

4-8 

(kg-VS.day-1/m3) 

Up to  

50 kg-COD day-1/m3 

5-15 

(kg-VS.day-1/m3) 

<10 

(kg-VS.day-1/m3) 

Solids 
characteristics 

Fine Fine Fine Fine Coarse (4-5cm) Coarse (4-5cm) 

Capacity range 
(tons/year)  

1-5 - 1.000-230.000 Up to 8.760.000 3.000-270.000 3000-150.000 

Heating None √ √ Sometime yes √ √ 

Mixing  None √ √ None None None 

Level of technology Low High High High High Medium 

Water demand Very high High High  None Low 

Construction cost Low Very high Very high High Medium High 

Maintenance cost Very low High High High High Low 

Equipment invest Low High High High Very high Medium 

Advantages 

The simplest operation; 

The cheapest investment 
cost; 

Inspired by the wastewater 
treatment field; Easily 
pumping and piping;  

It can be used to treat the 
high solid contents, but the 
water needs to be added;  

Very high OLR; 

High efficiency; 

 

 

High OLR; the simplest 
pre-treatment; low water 
usage, less heat 
requirement, and smaller 
reactors. 

Less pre-sorting and 
treatment; Low cost for 
equipment invest and 
operation.  

Disadvantages 

Very low biogas 
production rate; Only be 
applied on a small scale. 

The complicated pre-
treatment; need a settling 
tank; high energy cost for 
heating, mixing and 
recycling concentrated 
sludge; 

 Incomplete degradation; 
sensitive to the 
environmental changes; 
need a good pre-treatment;

The substrate is almost in 
the soluble state; Need 
complex pre-treatment 

process. 

 

Need an inoculation loop; 
cannot be applied for low 
solid materials; the 
incomplete degradation. 

Recirculation of leachate; 
Highly variability of gas 
production; Cannot be 
applied for low solid 
materials; The incomplete 
degradation; Too large 
reactor. 
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Table 1.2. Illustrative examples of the applications of the single-stage anaerobic digestion 

Type of waste Reactor Operation 
mode 

TS 
(%)

T 
(°C)

pH HRT 
(days)

OLR Biogas yield  Reduction 
(VS %)

References 

OFMSW CSTR Continuous 1.75 55 7.94 25 
1.35 

g-VS.d-1/l 
404 ml-CH4/g-VS 68.4 

Schievano et al. 
(2012) 

OFMSW CSTR Batch 11.0 30 
7.0-
7.4 

19 - 314 ml-Biogas/g-VS 41.8 Dong et al. (2010) 

FW CSTR Continuous 2.57 35 7.8 60 
2.4 

g-VS.d-1/l 
448 ml-CH4/g-VS 74.1 L.-J. Wu et al. (2015) 

FW CSTR 
Semi-
continuous 

6.8 35 
6.8-
7.3 

4.6 
9 

g-VS.d-1/l 
540 ml-Biogas/g-VS - 

C. Zhang et al. 
(2013b) 

FW CSTR Continuous 7.2  37 7-8 16 
9.2 

g-VS.d-1/l 
455 ml-Biogas/g-VS 92.2 Nagao et al. (2012) 

FW and fresh 
leachate 

CSTR Continuous 8.28 37 
7.2-
7.8 

10 
8.3 

g-VS.d-1/l 
506 ml-Biogas/g-VS 71.6 

W. Zhang et al. 
(2015) 

FW, Rice husk, and 
cow dung 

CSTR Batch 23 37 7.7 45 
5 

g-VS.d-1/l 
584 ml-Biogas/g-VS 78.0 Haider et al. (2015) 

FW&LW 
Horizon
tal plug- Continuous 40 

30-
40 

-- 40 
7.5 

g-VS.d-1/l 
250 ml-Biogas/g-VS 80.0 

D.-H. Kim and Oh 
(2011) 

FW & Piggery 
waste 

CSTR Continuous 17.22 37 7.4 20 
6.35 g-

COD.d-1/l 
396 ml-Biogas/g-VS 75.6 

L. Zhang et al. 
(2011) 

FW & 
WAS 

CSTR 
Sequencing 
batch 

24.6 35 7.3 13 
4.27 

g-VS.d-1/l 
346 ml-Biogas/g-VS 67.4 Heo et al. (2004) 

Sewage Sludge CSTR Continuous 
4.0-
5.2 

35 - 15 
2.1-2.5 

g-VS.d-1/l 
260-306 ml-CH4/g-VS 40.9 Salsali et al. (2005) 

Sewage sludge CSTR Continuous 2.5 35 7.7 20 
1.43 

g-VS.d-1/l 
451 ml-CH4/g-VS 43.5 Song et al. (2004) 

Vegetable & FW CSTR Batch 3.0 37 
6.7-
7.2 

72 - 393.7 Nml- CH4/g-VS - 
Pham Van et al. 

(2018b) 

Sewage  UASB Continuous 
0.035 
0.043 

18-
25 

7.0 
23-27 
h 

1.4-1.6 
g-VS.d-1/l 

249-439 ml-CH4/g-COD 62-70 
Halalsheh et al. 

(2005) 

Stillage CSTR Batch 3.44 37 
7.2-
7.6 

28 
1.1 

g-VS.d-1/l 
260 ml-CH4/g-COD 80.0 Nasr et al. (2012) 

Cattle Manure CSTR Batch 5.6 55 
7.3-
7.5 

15 
2.98 

g-VS.d-1/l 
236 ml-CH4/g-VS 42.0 Nielsen et al. (2004) 

Horse dung CSTR Batch 2.5 37 -- 45 
0.45 

g-VS.d-1/l 
291 ml-Biogas/g-VS - 

Pham Van et al. 
(2018a) 

Grass CSTR Continuous 2.3 35 7.0 20 
2.5 

g-VS.d-1/l 
310 ml-CH4/g-VS 63.9 

Massanet-Nicolau et 
al. (2015) 

FW & dairy manure CSTR 
Semi-
continuous 

14.6 36 7-8 54 
3 

g-VS.d-1/l 
510 ml-Biogas/g-VS 66.6-69.6 

Agyeman and Tao 
(2014) 

Sludge and 
vegetable waste 

CSTR Batch 2.5 37 -- 45 
0.56  

g-VS.d-1/l 
504 ml-Biogas/g-VS - 

Pham Van Dinh et al. 
(2018) 
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1.3.2. The two-stage systems 

1.3.2.1.Configuration of two-stage systems 

The growth characteristics of the hydrolysis/acidogenesis and the methanogenesis are very 

different. Therefore, the idea for two-stage digestion is given to optimizing every digestion step. 

In the present, there are two different viewpoints about separating digestion-steps into two 

reactors. The first perspective supposes that the first tank allows the hydrolysis/acidogenesis to 

occur, and the second tank optimizes the acetogenesis/methanogenesis (Aslanzadeh et al., 

2013b; Vandevivere et al., 2003). Meanwhile, the second perspective proposes that the 

acetogenesis should be in the first reactor and the second reactor only optimizes methanogenesis 

(Ostrem, 2004; Turovskiy & Mathai, 2006). The second point of view might like to maximize 

hydrogen product from acetogenesis. However, there are several reasons why this idea is not 

reasonable. Firstly, hydrogen production from AD is currently not economically viable because 

of the high cost required to enrich the hydrogen gas to meet the commercial quality standards 

(L. Yu et al., 2013). Secondly, as described in section 2.1, methanogens (hydrogen consumer) 

and acetogens (hydrogen producer) should work in close cooperation. Thirdly, acetogens are 

also sensitive and strict anaerobes; they should not work together with facultative bacteria 

(hydrolytic/acidogenic microorganism). In fact, the true separation of the digestion-steps is very 

difficult to achieve (Abbasi et al., 2011), hence the acetogenesis can occur in both reactors but 

mostly in the second one. Diagram of two-stage systems is shown in Fig. 1.2. 

 
Feeding mode: Batch 
                         Semi-continuous 
                         Continuous 

Continuous 

Reactor:           Complete mixed  CSTR, UASB, AFB, FB, EB, IC, 
EGSB 

Fig. 1.2. The configuration of the two-stage digestion system 
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Because of the different environmental conditions between two reactors, a buffer tank is 

often set between two reactors as shown in Fig. 1.2 for many purposes such as removing non-

hydrolysable materials, controlling pH, and even controlling the organic concentration (D.-H. 

Kim et al., 2013; L. Yu et al., 2013). The two-stage system can use one, two, or all three water 

recirculation loops (R1, R2, and R3, shown in Fig. 1.2) in case of need. Using these 

recirculation loops brings many advantages, such as further controlling of pH (reduction of 

acidity due to using the high alkalinity effluent from the second reactor); mixing/diluting of the 

high solid feedstock; and improving activities of bacteria (Aslanzadeh et al., 2013b; L. Yu et 

al., 2013). However, if the inhibitors are accumulated inside reactors and cause the unstable 

condition of the system due to long time being used, the incoming substrate should be diluted 

by fresh water. After hydrolysis, the solid content of feedstock decreases significantly. 

Therefore, the two-stage system may be a dry-wet configuration (high solid in the first digester 

and low solid in the second digester) or wet-wet configuration (both stages are low solid) 

(Rapport et al., 2008; Vandevivere et al., 2003). The hydrolysis/acidogenesis usually employs 

a CSTR (J. B. van Lier et al., 2008). Meanwhile, the methanogenesis uses the wet high-rate 

reactors including CSTR, UASB, AFB, FB, EB, IC, and EGSB (Burton et al., 2014; 

Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007).  

1.3.2.2.The  hydrolytic/acidogenic reactor 

The mission of this reactor is to convert the substrate to the VFAs as fast as possible while 

avoiding being inhibited and overloaded. Therefore, a series of operating conditions including 

pH, temperature, acid concentration, nutrients, and substrate concentration (TS) must be 

controlled. For the high-solid waste such as OFMSW, the waste stream should be shredded to 

reduce particle size (< 15 mm) before being fed to the reactor (Trzcinski & David, 2017). The 

hydrolysis/acetogenesis generally proceeds sufficiently fast in the mixing tanks, hence no 

further reactor has been developed for the hydrolysis/acetogenesis (J. B. van Lier et al., 2008). 

Among mixing tanks, the CSTR is used the most, the wet plug-flow reactor sometimes 

(Trzcinski & David, 2017; Vandevivere et al., 2003). 

Total solids: Hydrolyzing the high-solids feedstock allows the reactor to operate larger 

capacity, requires less energy for heating and less water consumption. However, a too high 

solid content can cause high viscosity of the mixtures, which leads to the fact that insufficient 

mixing or mixing can be too energy-consuming (Kristensen et al., 2009; Ostrem, 2004; 

Rosgaard et al., 2007). Moreover, the increase of solid content (in the range of 5-40%) causes 
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the increase of inhibitors and insoluble solids content, which leads to the decrease of the 

hydrolytic conversion rate (Kristensen et al., 2009). Also, a high solid concentration (TS > 15%) 

of feedstock requires much longer RT (10 - 15 days) than usual (Ostrem, 2004). Thus, TS of 

15-20% in the feedstock is often considered as the upper limit for hydrolysis/acidogenesis when 

using the mixed reactor (Rosgaard et al., 2007).  

pH value:  Moestedt et al. (2016) reported that the pH below 4.5 led to requiring HRT up to 

15 days in the hydrolytic/acidogenic reactor. H. Yu, Q and Fang (2002) lifted up pH from 4 to 

5.5, which resulted solubility and acidification of substrates increased significantly (H. Yu, Q 

& Fang, 2002). Whereas under alkaline conditions, B. Zhang et al. (2005) reported that VFAs 

formation was significantly decreased when pH increased from 7 to 11. Deublein and 

Steinhauser (2011) showed that pH > 10 caused an irreversible loss of the activity of the 

microorganisms. The pH values between 5.5 and 6.5 were often reported as an optimal range 

and the best pH values was 6.0 (Chu et al., 2008; J. Jiang et al., 2013a; Lindner et al., 2015; 

Turovskiy & Mathai, 2006). These results are reasonable for each condition of hydrolysis and 

acidogenesis as presented in section 2.1.  

Temperature: Most studies have agreed that the hydrolytic/acidogenic rate is proportional 

to the increase of temperature (He et al., 2012; Mata-Alvarez, 2003; P. Zhang et al., 2009). In 

addition, compared to the mesophilic conditions, the thermophilic regimes have been increased 

destruction of pathogens which might have a severe impact on reactor and environment (M. 

Kim et al., 2003). Therefore, thermophilic temperature seems better than mesophilic one. 

However, Kozuchowska and Evison (1995) reported that the mesophilic operations provided a 

more stable condition than the thermophilic operation in acidification of coffee waste. 

Komemoto et al. (2009) even notified that the solubilization rate of food waste was significantly 

higher in mesophilic conditions than others. Thus, regarding energy and efficiency, the 

mesophilic temperature in the range of 35-37oC is still preferred to use for the 

hydrolysis/acidogenesis of organic waste, see Table 1.3.    

Retention time: RT of this reactor depends on not only the environmental conditions but 

also waste characteristics. For hydrolysis/acidogenesis of the source-sorted OFMSW (TS 

8.2%), Pavan et al. (2000) recommended that RT would be safe in the range of 2 - 3 days at the 

mesophilic temperature. At the same temperature above but for food waste,  Paudel et al. (2016) 

optimized RTs and reported that one day was the best. Meanwhile, for agro-industrial 

wastewater, Dareioti and Kornaros (2014) even got the highest efficiency of acidogenesis 
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achieved at lower RT (0.75 days). In general, RT in the range of 1 to 3 days is preferred to use 

to deal with high-solid waste in the mesophilic condition (Turovskiy & Mathai, 2006; 

Vandevivere et al., 2003). In case the reactor is operated in batch mode, RT should be 

maintained within 7 - 12 days (L. Yu et al., 2013).  

Inhibitions: Despite strong and resilient characteristics the hydrolytic/acidogenic 

microorganism can still be inhibited by such high concentrations of organic acids (VFAs) and 

free ammonia.  It has been reported that VFA up to 30 g-COD/L did not inhibit the hydrolysis 

process at neutral pH (6 - 7) (Adrie Veeken et al., 2000), but  VFA levels of 40 - 50 g-COD/L 

at low pHs (5.0 - 5.5) caused stopping the hydrolysis (AHM Veeken & Hamelers, 2000). Koster 

and Lettinga (1988) reported that acidogenesis were severely affected by ammonia 

concentration in the range of 4051 - 5734 mg NH3-N/L.  

Nutrients: Deublein and Steinhauser (2011) are two of the few authors who mentioned about 

nutrient demands for hydrolysis/acidogenesis and noted that C/N ratio should be in the range 

of 10 – 40 while trace elements are not a special requirement. 

1.3.3. The methanogenic/acetogenesis reactor 

This phase often employs wet high-rate reactors such as CSTR, UASB, AFB, FB, EB, IC, 

and EGSB (Burton et al., 2014; Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007). These reactors have to be 

maintained with the methanogen-rich anaerobic environment which is obligate anaerobic and 

sensitive to the variation of temperature, pH, and also RT (Gerardi, 2003; Mao et al., 2015). 

Therefore, operating conditions in the second reactor have to be complied strictly.   

Solid concentrations: TS of the substrate coming to the methane reactor depends on the 

type of reactor employed. In case of using CSTR or CMR, TS of the substrate is allowed up to 

10%. Meanwhile, AFB reactor requires lower solid content of the influent (TS ≤ 5%) (Abbasi 

et al., 2011; Roos et al., 2004). UASB, EB, FB, EGSB, and IC reactors even require lower solid 

content of the influent (TS ≤ 3%) with biomass concentration inside be maintained in the range 

of 3.5-4% (Abbasi et al., 2011; Burton et al., 2014).   

The pH value: As shown in Section 2.1, the optimal range of pH condition for methanogens 

and acetogens are very close to each other. Moreover, acetogens are stronger than methanogens. 

Therefore, optimizing pH condition for methanogens does not affect the growth of acetogens. 

In fact, pH in the range of 7.0 - 8.0 was often used (see Table 1.3). Moreover, this phase is an 

alkalinization process (converting acids to biogas), hence pH of the substrate to this reactor 
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should be lower than the range above. Remarkably, when pH inside reactor drops below 6.5, 

the process should be stopped to adjust pH value.  

Temperature: The optimal temperature for methanogenic bacteria under the mesophilic and 

thermophilic conditions are 35 - 37oC and 55oC, respectively (Gerardi, 2003; J.-s. Zhang & 

ZHANG, 2006).  Li et al. (2017) and Pavan et al. (2000) performed the digestion of MSW, used 

the same condition in hydrolysis but the different temperatures in methanogenesis. While at a 

temperature of 37oC, Li et al. (2017) had to operate the reactor with HRT 15 days to get 710 

mL-CH4/g-VS, at a higher temperature (55oC) Pavan et al. (2000) only needed to operate  the 

reactor with HRT 12.5 days to get the same methane yield. In general, the biogas production 

rates under the thermophilic condition are sharply higher than those under mesophilic condition 

(Gerardi, 2003; J. K. Kim et al., 2006). Therefore, using thermophilic condition leads to 

increasing OLR and saving the construction cost significantly. However, thermophilic 

methanogens are more sensitive to environmental change than mesophilic anaerobes (Gerardi, 

2003). Thus, thermophilic reactor requires higher technology.  

RT, OLR: Because of using the wet reactor then the term RT includes SRT and HRT. The 

SRT values greater than 20 days are needed for effective performance at the mesophilic 

condition, and it should be 7 - 15 days at the thermophilic temperature (Burton et al., 2014). 

Meanwhile, HRT is shorter than SRT, varies from several hours to nearly 20 days depending 

on the hydrolytic products, is often coupled with temperature and OLR values (see Table 1.3). 

Turovskiy and Mathai (2006) recommended that HRT should be about ten days at the 

mesophilic temperature for sludge treatment. Also at mesophilic temperature, Paudel et al. 

(2016) optimized the methanogenic reactor with HRT 20 days, ORL of 1.24g VS/L/day for co-

digestion of FW and brown water. Rincón et al. (2008) announced that 17 days was the best 

HRT with OLR of 9.2 g-COD/ L/day when processing olive mill solid waste. To deal with 

MSW at mesophilic temperature, Li et al. (2017) reported that OLR up to 3.8 kg-VS/m3.day-1 

with HRT of 15 days resulted in biogas yield of 540 mL/g-VS. Meanwhile, also for MSW but 

at the thermophilic condition, Pavan et al. (2000) needed a shorter HRT (7.7 days) to get higher 

OLR (5.7 kg-VS/m3.day-1) with the same biogas yield. Also, Pavan et al. (2000) recommended 

that HRT should be in the range of 8 - 9 days to treat OFMSW at the thermophilic condition.  

Nutrients & Inhibitions: It was often reported that the optimal C:N:P ratio in the range of 

75 - 150:5:1 (Burton et al., 2014). However, Lissens et al. (2001) showed that methanogenic 

reactor run well with C/N below 10. Methanogenic inhibition occurred when acetate 
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concentration exceeded 3g/l, even though there was sufficient alkalinity to maintain pH above 

7.0 (Burton et al., 2014).  The optimum concentrations of sulfur for the growth of methanogens 

were reported in the literature to vary from 16 to 160 mg-S/l (Uemura, 2010). Total ammonia 

of 3-7 g/l may be tolerated in this reactor, but threshold values of FAN toxicity were reported 

to be in the range of 100-250 mg/l (Burton et al., 2014). 

1.3.2.3.Assessments 

The idea of the two-stage digestion not only optimizes each of hydrolysis/acidogenesis and 

methanogenesis to accelerate overall digestion progress but also brings many other advantages. 

The methanogens grow in their optimal environment, which leads to the fact that it is more 

difficult for them to be invaded by other groups compared to the single-stage digestion systems. 

Therefore, the two-stage digestion system is much more robust than the single-stage one and 

can run well with the fluctuation of the waste stream. Moreover, biogas produced from the 

hydrolysis/acidogenesis is not economical, can be removed out of the gas collection system 

easily without any more process. Thus, by this way, the costs of methane enrichment could be 

saved significantly.  The recent results in applying the two-stage digestion systems are shown 

in Table 1.3. Most studies indicated that the two-stage system was better than the single-stage 

one because of shorter RTs or higher values of VS destruction (Nasr et al., 2012; Nielsen et al., 

2004; Salsali et al., 2005; L.-J. Wu et al., 2015) (more details see Table 1.2 and Table 1.3). 

However, with the low solid contents in the feedstock (TS<3%), using the two-stage system 

does not bring more efficient than the single-stage system. For examples, Schievano et al. 

(2012) used both single-stage and two-stage digestion systems to treat OFMSW at low TS 

condition (1.75 - 3.4%) with the same conditions (HRT of 25 days, temperature of 55oC)  and 

reported that the methane yield and VS destruction were observed almost the same in both 

systems. Halalsheh et al. (2005) who experimented digestion of sewage with SS in the range of 

350 - 430 mg/L, also confirmed that the two-stage digestion system was not better than the 

single-stage.  
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Table 1.3. Illustrative examples of the applications of the two-stage anaerobic digestion 
Type of 
waste 

1st Reactor 
2nd Reactor 

Operation mode
TS 
(%)

T1 (°C)
T2 (°C) 

pH1/ 
pH2 

HRT1/ 
HRT2 

OLR Biogas yield Reduction Reference 

MSW 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Continuous 

3.9/
1.9

37 ±1/
37 ±1

5.5-6.0/
-----

5.5 days/
15 days

9 g-VS.d-1/l
2.5 g-VS.d-1/l

710 ml-biogas/g-
VS

- Li et al. (2017)

MSW 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Continuous 

8.2/
6.7

34.6/
54.9

---
---

4.6 days/
7.7 days

16.4 g-VS.d-1/l
7.4 g-VS.d-1/l

560 ml-biogas/g-
TVS

74.1% VS Pavan et al. (2000)

Swine waste 
& biowaste 

CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

3.9/
3.4

55.0/
55.9

5.52/
7.61

3 days/
22 days

11.2 g-VS.d-1/l
1.16 g-VS.d-1/l

402 ml-CH4/gVS 60.7% VS Schievano et al. (2012)

FW & 
wastewater 

CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Continuous/  
Continuous  

5.7/
4.8

37 ±1/
37 ±1

5.0-5.5/
7.0-7.5

8h/
20 days

106 g-VS.d-1/l
1.24 g-VS.d-1/l

728 ml-CH4/g-VS 74.5% VS Paudel et al. (2016)

FW 
CSTR/ 
AB 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

11.7/
10.8

55.0/
35.0

5.5/
7.3-7.7

1.3 days/
5.0 days

38.4 g-VS.d-1/l
6.6 g-VS.d-1/l

464 ml-CH4/g-VS
283 ml-H2/g-VS

57.6% VS Chu et al. (2008)

FW 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Continuous/  
Continuous 

3.57/
3.06

55.0/
35.0

5.36/
7.59

3 days/
12 days

14.2 g-VS.d-1/l
2.6 g-VS.d-1/l

440 ml-CH4/g-VS 80.1% VS L.-J. Wu et al. (2015)

FW 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Continuous/  
Continuous 

7.91/
7.53

55.0/
35.0

3.61/
7.32

6 days/
24 days

12.0 g-VS.d-1/l
3.1 g-VS.d-1/l

450 ml-CH4/g-VS 71.6% VS L.-J. Wu et al. (2015)

Kitchen waste 
CSTR/ 
UASB 

Batch/ 
Continuous 

12.9/
12.5

35-37
35-37

7.0/
7.0

3.1 days/
1 day

16 g-VS.d-1/l
20 g-COD.d-1/l

520 ml-CH4/g-TS 86,9% COD B. Zhang et al. (2005)

Pelletized grass
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

5.5/
4.8

35.0/
35.0

5.5/
7.0

18h/
11.25 day

66.6 g-VS.d-1/l
4.4 g-VS.d-1/l

305.3 ml-CH4/g-VS 62.2% VS Massanet-Nicolau et al. 
(2015)

Pelletized grass
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

5.5/
4.8

35.0/
35.0

5.5/
7.0

18h/
19.25 day

66.6 g-VS.d-1/l
2.6 g-VS.d-1/l

394.4 ml-CH4/g-VS 67.2% VS Massanet-Nicolau et al. 
(2015)

Stillage 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Batch/ 
Batch 

3.69/
3.53

37.0/
37.0

5.5/
7.18

8 h/
16.7-17.8

---
360-380

ml-CH4/g-COD
80% VS Nasr et al. (2012)

Cattle manure 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

5.48/
4.48

68.0/
55.0

7.3/
7.5

3 days/
12 days

14.9 g-VS.d-1/l
3.725 g-VS.d-1/l

260 ml-CH4/g-VS
47.1-2.08% 

VS 
Nielsen et al. (2004)

Sewwage 
UASB/ 
UASB 

Continuous/  
Continuous 

0.038/
0.030

26.0/
26.0

6.88/ 8-10 h/
5-6 h

3.6-5.0 g-VS.d-1/l
2.9-4.6 g-VS.d-1/l

261 ml-CH4/g-COD 65% VS Halalsheh et al. (2005)

Starfish 
CSTR/ 
UASB 

Batch/ 
Continuous 

3.93/
1.60

35.0/
35.0

7.4/
7.5

2 days/
1 day

5.0 g-COD.d-1/l
6.0 g-COD.d-1/l

296 ml-CH4/g-COD 44% VS D.-H. Kim et al. (2013)

Sludge 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

7.8/
6.7

55.0/
55.0

5.40/
8.25

3.3 days/
12.6 days

16  g-VS.d-1/l
4 g g-VS.d-1/l

640 ml-CH4/g-VS - C. Cavinato et al. (2011)

Sludge 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

16.8/
13.8

55.0/
55.0

4.3/
7.6

6.6 days/
12.6 days

21  g-VS.d-1/l
10 g-VS.d-1/l

580 ml-CH4/g-VS - C. Cavinato et al. (2011)

Sludge 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Continuous/  
Continuous 

4.6/
3.5

35/
35

7.7/
8.0

5 days/
10 days

6.4-7.6 g-VS.d-1/l
3.2-3.8 g-VS.d-1/l

302-360
ml-Gas/g-VS

53.2% VS Salsali et al. (2005)

WAS 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Batch/ 
Continuous 

37/
41

--- 6 days/
12 days

4.3 g-VS.d-1/l
2.17 g-VS.d-1/l

290 ml-CH4/g-VS 32.3% VS Park et al. (2005)
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1.3.3. The three-stage systems 

1.3.3.1.Configuration of three-stage systems 

The second reactor of the two-stage digestion systems is responsible for both steps of 

acetogenesis and methanogenesis. Unfortunately, acetogens and methanogens have 

substantially different physiological properties and nutrient requirements. The growth balance 

between them can be lost by the environmental changes leading to severe inhibition (S. W. Kim 

et al., 2000). Therefore, the idea of three-stage digestion has come out to separate the 

hydrolysis/acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and methanogenesis to various reactors (J. K. Kim et al., 

2008; J. K. Kim et al., 2006; S. W. Kim et al., 2000). However, as the reasons discussed in the 

previous section, the separation of both processes is not a good idea. From another viewpoint, 

J. Zhang et al. (2016) and Stewart (2014) proposed the three-stage digestion model with 

sequential steps: incomplete hydrolysis, hydrolysis/acidogenesis, and 

acetogenesis/methanogenesis. This proposal would increase the hydrolytic rate of feedstock in 

the first reactor significantly. Therefore, the second proposal is more valuable. In fact, due to 

non-homogeneous metabolism in reality then the distribution of digestion steps in three-stage 

digestion is respectively hydrolysis/acidogenesis, acidogenesis/acetogenesis, and 

acetogenesis/methanogenesis. Hydrogen can be obtained in the first and second reactors, 

however, as being discussed in the previous section, the collection of hydrogen is not 

economical. Diagram of the three-stage digestion system is shown in Fig. 1.3.  

 
Fig. 1.3. Diagram of the three-stage anaerobic digestion system 

Also, like the two-stage systems, the waste stream coming to the three-stage system has to 

undergo a mechanical pretreatment (particle size < 15 mm), and water is sometimes added to 

the feedstock to adjust TS (maximum 15%). CSTR is still often used in the hydrolysis reactor. 

After hydrolysis, the non-hydrolysable materials are removed in the first buffer tank. Here, pH 
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and VFAs concentration of the substrate can also be corrected for the next step. The second 

reactor operates such an anaerobic suspended growth process. Therefore, the second reactor is 

often a CSTR or UASB reactor.  The effluent of the second reactor coming to the third one has 

to pass through a buffer tank as shown in Fig. 1.3 for purposes of controlling pH, and 

concentration of acetic acid. Selections of the type of reactor, feeding mode, and temperature 

phase for each digestion step make a complex matrix configuration of the three-stage digestion 

systems (see Table S3).   

Table S3. Configurations of a three-stage system 

Reactor Temperature  Feeding Mode Total solid (%) Type of reactor 

First-reactor  Psychrophilic 
Mesophilic 

Batch 
Semi-continuous 
Continuous 

Low 
High 

CSTR 
Plug-flow reactor 

Second-reactor Mesophilic 
Thermophilic 

Continuous Low CSTR, 
UASB 

Third-reactor Mesophilic 

Thermophilic 

Continuous  Low  CSTR, AFB, UASB, 

EGSB, EB, FB. 
 

1.3.3.2.Operations 

The first reactor. It is optimized for hydrolysis accompany with mechanical size reduction 

of the incoming feedstock. Biogas produced in this phase is mostly CO2. This reactor allows 

the prevailing acidic conditions to increase the rate of particle disruption and hydrolysis 

(Cysneiros et al., 2012; B. Zhang et al., 2005). Thus, the buffering agent is not often required 

in this reactor (Stewart, 2014). However, sometimes pH dropping below four leads to inhibiting 

hydrolysis immediately (Moestedt et al., 2016). In fact, whether or not using a buffering agent 

depends on characteristics of the waste and the ways to operate the system. High temperature 

accelerates solubilization of the feedstock. He et al. (2012) performed hydrolysis of food waste 

and reported that RT was three days to maximize COD-soluble concentration (46.76 g/L) at 

70ºC, but it took a longer time (5 days) at 55ºC (43.33 g/L) and 35ºC (36.25 g/L). However, 

mesophilic temperature (30 – 35°C) is still often used along with RT of 2-3 days. Operation of 

this reactor could be referenced to the hydrolytic/acidogenic reactor discussed in the previous 

section. Also, the inhibitors in the feedstock can be retained in this reactor caused by absorption 

into sediment, and thus they reduce adverse impact on the next reactors (Stewart, 2014).  
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The second reactor: it is optimized for acidogenesis and acetogenesis. Biogas produced in 

this phase mainly includes CO2 and H2 (Stewart, 2014). As shown in Section 2.1, acidogenesis 

and acetogenesis thrive optimally in the pH condition in the range of 5.5-6.5 and 6.0-6.2, 

respectively. Therefore, the best condition for the second reactor is around pH 6.0. The 

mesophilic temperature (35-37 ºC) is preferred to use in these processes with HRT of 2 days to 

deal with OFMSW (see Table 1.4). The completion of the second stage is marked by the 

conversion of almost VFAs into acetic acid.  

The third reactor: The operation of this reactor is similar to the second reactor of two-stage 

digestion systems, such as optimum pH between 7.0 and 7.2 (Ostrem, 2004).  

1.3.3.3.Assessments 

As reported by Salsali et al. (2005), three-stage digestion system had a higher performance 

of VS reduction and biogas yield compared to the two-stage system in the digestion of waste 

activated sludge. In fact, using three-stage digestion systems brings many disadvantages such 

as the high cost of investment, operations, and maintenance. Therefore, it is difficult to find out 

the application of the three-stage anaerobic digestion system for pilot scale. Pile (2006) gave 

little information about the Inland Empire Regional Water Recycling Plant I, California, US. 

Before 2001, the plant had been operated as a single-stage system but not efficiently. Therefore, 

since 2001, the plant has been operated in separated-phases including the first reactor with HRT 

2.5–3.5 days at 32 – 40°C; the second reactor with HRT 18 - 20 days at 56 – 58°C; and the third 

reactor with HRT 13-17 days at 42 – 48°C. VS reduction has been improved from 

approximately 55% to 60 – 65%. However, from Tables 1.3 and 1.4, the three-stage systems 

did not produce more methane yield than the two-stage systems. The three-stage digestion is 

obviously a good idea for optimizing all digestion steps in principle, but it has not been proved 

persuasively to be better than the two-stage digestion system even in the lab scale.   
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Table 1.4. Illustrative examples of the applications of the three-stage anaerobic digestion 

Type of 
waste 

1st Reactor 
2nd Reactor 
3rd Reactor 

Operation mode 
TS%/ 
VS% 

T1(°C)/ 
T2(°C)/ 
T3 (°C) 

pH1/ 
pH2/ 
PH3 

HRT1/ 
HRT2/ 
HRT2 
(Days) 

OLR1/ 
OLR2/ 
OLR3 

(g-VS/l.day) 

Biogas Yield Reduction References 

FW and 
HM 

CSTR/ 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

29.25/
25.1

35.0/
35.0/
35.0

7.3/
7.7/
7.9

2.0/
2.0/

-

12.5 
(for all system) 

370 
ml- CH4/g-VS 

71% VS J. Zhang et al. (2017)

FW 
CSTR/ 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Batch/ 
Batch/ 
Semi-continuous 

1.18/
0.77

35.0/
35.0/
35.0

5.1/
6.0/
7.3

2.0/
2.0/

-

10 
(for all system) 

307 
ml-Biogas/g-VS 

83.5% VS J. Zhang et al. (2016)

FW 
CSTR/ 
UASB/ 
UASB 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

12.38/
11.05

45.0/
35.0/
50.0

3.7-3.8
3.3-3.4
7.2-7.9

2.0/
2.0/

12

103.5 8.7/ 
63.4/ 
52.8 

282 
ml-CH4/g-COD 

90.6% COD J. K. Kim et al. (2008)

WAS 
CSTR/ 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Batch/ 
Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

--
2.6

30.0/
37.0/
41.0

6.7/
---/
---

3.0/
6.0/
12/

8.7/ 
4.3/ 
2.17 

430 
ml- CH4/g-VS 

75% VS Park et al. (2005)

WAS 
CSTR/ 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

4.6/
3.5

42.0/
35.0/
35.0

8.0/
8.0/
8.0

5.0/
5.0/
5.0

2.13-2.53 
(for all system) 

559-664 
ml-Gas/g-VS 

60.2% VS Salsali et al. (2005)

WAS 
CSTR/ 
CSTR/ 
CSTR 

Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

4.6/
3.5

35.0/
35.0/
35.0

8.0/
8.0/
8.0

5.0/
5.0/
5.0

2.13-2.53 
(for all system) 

559-664 
ml-Gas/g-VS 

55.6% VS Salsali et al. (2005)

FW 
CSTR/ 
UASB/ 
UASB 

Batch/ 
Semi-continuous/ 
Semi-continuous 

17.53/
16.0

30.0/
35.0/
41.0

5.0-5.5/
5.0-5.5/
7.6-7.9

2.0/
2.0/

12

22-22.8/ 
25-27.4/ 
12-18.8 

650-700 
ml- CH4/g-VS 

95.96% 
COD 

S. W. Kim et al. (2000)
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1.4.Current Application and Trends 

The achievements of the AD not only solve the waste problems but also bring a new 

approach to energy production. For two recent decades, the total installed AD capacity has 

been increased five-fold worldwide from 2 million tons to 11 million tons a year (Arsova, 

2010). Group of European countries has contributed the most proportion to the total biogas 

power generation with the increase of big biogas plants from 18 in 2001 to 418 in 2015 

(Deng et al., 2014; IEA, 2015).  In which, Germany has been a leader in using energy from 

biogas with a power capacity of 12.500 GWh by 2014 (Deng et al., 2014). Beside European 

countries, the United States also contributes a significant proportion in using bio-waste for 

power generation with 181 AD facilities processing OFMSW (total capacity of 780,000 

tons/year, 2015) (Ergas et al., 2016). In contrast, although Japan is also a developed country 

with high potential of technologies, the application of biogas technologies is still slow: from 

one large biogas by 2004 (150 Nm3–gas/h) up to six plants by 2009 (total 2400 Nm3–gas/h) 

(IEA, 2015). Meanwhile, for developing countries, low capacity digestion systems are 

commonly used that China is a typical example with the largest biogas program in the world. 

By the end of 2009, there had been over 30.5 million household biogas digesters (12.4 billion 

m3-gas/year) and 25012 large-scale biogas projects (7225 million m3-gas/year) (Deng et al., 

2014; X. Jiang et al., 2011). Another smaller program, SNV (a Netherland Development 

Organization) supported the domestic biogas programs for 17 countries in Asia and Africa. 

By the end of 2012, SNV installed total 479,609 household digesters for Asian countries and 

24,990 small digesters for African countries (Surendra et al., 2014). The biogas program in 

Nepal and Vietnam counted for over 80% of this total. In general, because of lacking 

technologies and the financial burden then the wet low rate digesters are commonly used in 

the developing countries with a large quantity but small-capacity (mainly household scale 

and farm scale). Meanwhile, the European countries with technical potential have advantage 

conditions to build large-scale plants which have much higher power capacity than China 

and other developing countries  (De Baere & Mattheeuws, 2014; Rapport et al., 2008), also 

see Fig. S3. So based on current installed capacity, the contribution of AD systems in the 

European can represent a panorama in applying AD systems over the world. Fig. 1.4 shows 

the current application of various AD systems in Europe by 2014.  
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Fig. 1.4. Applications of AD systems in Europe based on cumulative capacity installed in 
2014 (De Baere & Mattheeuws, 2014) 

 

The discovering a significant increase of OLR in the thermophilic condition compared to 

the mesophilic condition has brought many advantages such as reducing the volume of the 

reactor in a new design and raising the capacity of the old reactor. Although the thermophilic 

technology requires a high stability of waste stream because of the sensitivity of the 

thermophilic bacteria, this is no longer an obstacle to the development of current technology. 

Thermophilic AD systems have only been studied and applied in recent years, it takes a long 

time to become popular. Thus, mesophilic AD systems are still more dominant in the present. 

The dry single-stage digestion systems are more stable, more robust, have a smaller reactor, 

and produce less residual wastewater than the wet systems. It has been most applied in 

Europe to deal with OFMSW which accounts for the highest proportion of the biodegradable 

waste sectors. Thus, based on cumulative installed capacity, the dry single-stage digestion 

systems are still overwhelming applicated as shown in Fig. 4. The batch process often 

accompanies with disadvantages such as variable biogas production following time, long 

HRT, big reactor, and uncompleted degradation. However, it brings many advantages 

including simple material handling, less pre-processing requirements, easily controlling, and 

especially easy separation of hydrolysis and methanogenesis. Therefore, the batch process 

which has been soon being applied since 2009 for digestion of OFMSW, is estimated 

continuously to increase in use due to their simplicity & low cost (De Baere & Mattheeuws, 
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2014; Rapport et al., 2008). It is easy to understand the lack of three-stage system in Fig. 1.4 

because the three-stage system has not been proved to have more methane yield than the 

two-stage system meanwhile it is much more complex in operating and also consumes higher 

energy.  

 

1.5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The single-stage wet low-rate digestion systems are characterized by producing low 

biogas yield and low OLR (0.5-1.6 kg-VS/m3.day-1), requiring long RT (30-60 days) of the 

feedstock and big reactors, and depending on the outdoor temperature during the operation. 

However, they bring many advantages such as easy operation and cheap investment. In 

perspective economic benefits, they should only be applied for fine biodegradable waste 

sources (such as animal manures) without requiring any pretreatment step. Therefore, the 

wet low-rate system is a good solution for warm-climate rural areas, where agricultural land 

is available, and digestive products can turn back to serve for agricultural activities.  

The single-stage wet high-rate digestion systems are much more effective than the wet 

low-rate systems with OLR up to 4-8 kg-VS/m3.day-1. However, the operation is more 

complex than the low-rate one because of the attached equipment and pre-treatment process 

sometimes. The feedstock with low solid contents (< 3-5%) is the best source for these 

systems with many selections of reactors such as UASB, FBR, EBR, EGBR, and CSTR. 

When TS > 5%, the CSTR is often used. In fact, these systems have been applied widely to 

deal with sewage sludge, agricultural products, and industrial wastewater. They can also be 

used to treat high solid feedstock (TS > 20%) such as OFMSW, but it requires to be diluted. 

At that time, water consumption and energy expense significantly reduce the energy benefit 

of the system.  

The single-stage dry digestion systems have brought a milestone for the AD technology, 

which can deal with high solid feedstock (TS = 30-35%) and high OLR (up to 15 kg-

VS/m3.day-1). In case of too high solid contents in the feedstock (> 35%), it should be diluted. 

They are very suitable for handling OFMSW which accounts for a large amount of 

biodegradable waste sector. These systems can be distinguished by continuous operation 

mode or batch operation mode. For continuous mode, there are many advantages attached 

such as low water consumption, small reactor, very little wastewater production, cheap pre-

treatment, waste residue well applied for composting, and less heat requirement. Thus, the 
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continuous mode systems should be applied for urban areas. For batch mode systems, it costs 

lower for equipment invest and operation. However, it needs much larger space than the 

continuous mode systems and gas generation is variable. Therefore, the batch mode systems 

is a great solution for suburban areas.  

The two-stage AD systems with separation of hydrolysis and methanogenesis in various 

reactors could have shorter HRT and higher OLR (up to 50 kg-COD/m3/d) than the single-

stage systems. They bring many advantages such as lower construction cost, much more 

operational flexibility, more robust, highest methane content, higher digestion efficiency, 

and especially well running with low C/N (<10). The best application range for solid content 

of the feedstock is in the range of 5-15%. When TS < 5%, using the single-stage wet systems 

might better. When TS > 20%, the dilution of the waste stream causes a significant increase 

in energy needed for heating, pumping and expanding reactors, hence it is better to use the 

dry single-stage digestion system. The two-stage AD systems are suitable to deal with 

industrial wastewater.  

The performance of the three-stage digestion systems has not been improved compared 

to the two-stage systems. Moreover, because it has more complex operation, more expensive 

investment, more energy for maintenance and operation compared to two-stage AD systems, 

application of the three-stage system for large scale is not a good selection at present.  

However, three-stage systems is still a good idea; its operation should be studied further to 

reduce the cost involved.  
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Supplementary materials 

1. Additional figures 

 

Fig. S1. Anaerobic digestion processes, adapted from C. Zhang et al. (2014) 

 
Fig. S2. Effects of temperature on the rate of the AD process (Mata-Alvarez, 2003) 

 

 

Fig. S3: Biogas power generation in various countries by 2014, adopted from Deng et al. (2014) 
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2. Additional tables 
Table S1: Description of the principles of anaerobic solid-state reactors 

Reactor Description 

a) Dry vertical plug-flow reactor 

 

The dry vertical plug-flow reactor resembles a big 
cylindrical tank, where the waste stream (TS = 20 - 35%) is fed 
at the bottom or top and flows out of the other. In case the waste 
stream is blended with the inoculum, it is not necessary to do 
the mixing of the substrate inside the reactor. The reactor is 
often heated to maintain a mesophilic or thermophilic 
environment. 

Operation mode: continuous 

b) Dry horizontal plug-flow reactor 

 

The dry horizontal plug-flow reactor resembles a long 
tunnel or a rectangular tank with an air-tight cover. The waste 
stream (TS = 20 -35%) is blended with the inoculum and fed to 
the reactor at one end of the tank, then an agitator or rotor 
pushes the substrate down to the other end and flows out. The 
reactor is often heated to maintain a mesophilic or thermophilic 
environment. 

Operation mode: continuous 

c) Dry batch reactor 

 

The batch reactor is loaded with fresh materials (TS of 30-
40%), discharged after finishing digestion and then filled with 
a new batch. The continuous recirculation of the leachate 
allows the inoculums, and substrates to be diffuse in a high 
humidity environment. The temperature in the reactor is also 
controlled to accelerate the digestion steps.  

 

 
Adapted from  Abbasi et al. (2011), Kayhanian et al. (2007), and Vandevivere et al. (2003) 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S2: Description of the principles of anaerobic wet reactors 

Reactor Description 
Suspended growth reactor 

a) Low rate digester   b) Household size        

     
c) Lagoon digester 

 

The cover lagoon, fixed dome, and the floating dome has the same 
behavior (shown in the next section). In general, they are unmixed and un-
heated reactors employing suspended/flocculating anaerobic biomass with 
HRT in the range of 20 - 50 days and average SRTs of 50 to 100 days. They 
are designed for a total chemical oxygen demand (COD) loading less than 
2 kg/m3/d. The effectiveness of the reactor is depended on the ambient 
temperature. 

Operation mode: batch, continuous, or semi-continuous  
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d) The wet plug-flow (WPF) reactor  

 

The wet plug-flow reactor resembles a rectangular tank with an air-tight 
cover. The waste stream (TS = 11 - 13%) is fed to the reactor at one end of 
the tank, the new substrate slowly pushes the older substrate down the tank 
and flows out at the other end. The tanks may be heated to maintain a 
mesophilic or thermophilic environment, often using recovered heat from 
the biogas burner. The hydraulic retention time is 15 – 20 days. 

Operation mode: Semi-continuous, continuous 

e) Completely Mixed reactor (CMR) 

 
f) Anaerobic contact process  (AC) 

A completely mixed reactor employs suspended/flocculating anaerobic 
biomass. This reactor can operate with the batch mode or continuous mode. 
With TS in the range 10 - 15 %, the reactor detention time equals the SRT.  
With lower TS values, the biomass gets washed away along with the 
effluent. Therefore, to keep high biomass in the reactor, it is collected in a 
settling tank and returned to the reactor. This action leads to the HRT 

being shorter than the SRT.  
Application: for the complete AD process or every digestion step. 

g) Upflow anaerobic sludge blanket 
(UASB)  

 

The waste stream enters the reactor from the bottom and flows upward. 
Therefore, the microorganisms in the sludge layer at the bottom contact and 
degrade the organic matter in the waste stream without the mixing process. 
A gas-liquid-solid separator at the top separates sludge from the effluent 
and collects biogas. Conditions: TS < 3%, pH = 6.8 - 7.8, COD > 400 mg/L, 
T = 18 - 35oC, velocity V = 0.2-1 m/h, SRTs = 20-30 days, OLR = 0.4-3.6 
kg-COD/m3/d 

Operation mode: Continuous 

h) Internal circulation (IC) An IC is a UASB reactor equipped with two gas separator as shown in 
the picture. An internal circulation is created continuously inside the reactor 
by gas bubble flow. The recirculation provides a good mixing and very 
efficient reactor operation. Conditions: TS< 1%, COD > 650 mg/l, OLR 
20 – 35 kg-COD/m3/d, 0.35 m3-gas/kg-VS, Vbottom =10-30 m/h, Vtop = 4 -8 
m/h, and high/diameter = 3 - 6. 

Operation mode: Continuous 

i) Anaerobic baffled (AB) reactor 

 

The baffled reactor has a series of multiple chambers. In this reactor, 
each chamber is equipped with vertical baffles that force the liquid to make 
a sequential down-flow and up-flow movement, to guarantee a larger 
contact of the substrates with the microorganism that accumulate at the 
bottom of the chambers. Application for TS = 2 - 10%, T = 13 – 37oC, 
SRTs>30 days, HRT = 6 – 24 h, OLR up to 5 - 10 kg-COD/m3/d, COD of 
0.45 – 1.0 g/L 

Operation mode: Semi-continuous, continuous 

Attached growth wet reactor 

k) Anaerobic fixed bed (AFB)  AFB reactor, also called anaerobic filter reactor, is an unmixed reactor 
employing anaerobic biofilm. The feedstock entered into the reactor can 
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flow through submerged supporting materials.  The organic matter is 
degraded by the active microorganism that is attached to the surface of the 
supporting materials. Conditions: TS < 5%, T = 25-38oC, V = 2m/h, SRT 
= 1-10 days, OLR up to 16 kg-COD/m3/d and packing media = 50 - 70% 
reactor volume. 

Operation: often in the continuous mode. 

l) Fluidized bed (FB), expanded bed (EB) These reactors employ the small size (0.10 to 0.30 mm) inert particles 
where anaerobes attach to their surface. The particles are kept in suspension 
and mixed by a high upward velocity. The high velocity leads to a fluidized 
bed with 25 to 300% bed expansion and the expanded fluidized bed refers 
to operation at lower velocity with 15 to 25% bed expansion. Conditions: 
pH ~ 7, T = 20 – 35oC, V = 10 - 30 m/h, and OLR of 10 to 50 kg/m3/d. 

Operation mode: continuous 

 

m) Expanded granular sludge bed (EGSB)  The EGSB reactor mimics the behaviors of the UASB reactor but with 
much higher upflow velocity and recirculation of the effluent. This results 
in the fact that only granular-type of sludge is retained and maintained 
expanded in the reactor. Conditions: pH ~ 7, T > 10oC , V = 4 - 10 m/h, 
OLR = 5 - 20 kg-COD/m3/d. COD = 1 – 2 g/L. Application for low strength 
soluble materials 

Operation mode: Continuous 

Adapted from Burton et al. (2014), Chernicharo and Augusto (2007), Abbasi et al. (2011), Technologien and 
Wirtschaftsberatung (2001), and Wang et al. (2011). 
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Chapter 2 – Developing a Two-stage Anaerobic Digestion System 

2.1. Introduction 

Anaerobic digestion system is constituted from (bio)reactors to perform a series of bi-

metabolism steps, including hydrolysis/acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and methanogenesis 

(Van et al., 2019b; J. B. van Lier et al., 2008). The most applied AD system is the single-

stage anaerobic digestion (SAD) which allows all the four steps occur in the same reactor 

(Abbasi et al., 2011; Burton et al., 2014). The recent studies have shown that the two-stage 

anaerobic digestion (TAD) which separates hydrolysis and methanogenesis in two different 

reactors, has been proved as having more potential than the SAD (Abbasi et al., 2011; Nasr 

et al., 2012; Van et al., 2019b). However, the application of TAD to deal with BMSW has 

been still limited in the literature. Furthermore, the major concerns in TAD that have focused 

on methane reactor because methanogens have a much slower growth rate comparing to 

other group bacteria (Pham Van et al., 2018a; J. B. van Lier et al., 2008). There are two 

different mechanisms in the methane reactor including the suspended and attached growth 

processes (Burton et al., 2014; Van et al., 2019b). The microorganisms are maintained in 

suspension within the liquid in the suspended growth reactor. Meanwhile, they attach and 

grow on supporting media in the attached growth reactors. The first one has a much lower 

density of biomass sludge comparing to the second one (Burton et al., 2014). It leads to a 

series of advantages of granular sludge technic comparing to suspended sludge process such 

as the high concentration of methanogens, the superior settling characteristics, and high 

resistance to toxic compounds (P. Dinh & Bach, 2014; LW Hulshoff Pol et al., 2004). 

However, granular sludge technique requires a high-speed flow to maintain well contact 

between granular biomass and substrate (fluidized zone) (Burton et al., 2014; LW Hulshoff 

Pol et al., 2004). Therefore, this process might cost much water consumption and relevant 

energy when applying to deal with high solid matter such as BMSW.  

Therefore, this study aims to develop a new TAD system to treat BMSW. In which, TAD 

system applied a special technique that allowed using both suspended sludge and granular 

sludge processes in the same methane reactor. 

 2.2. Proposal a two-stage AD system using granular sludge  

The granular sludge reactors have been known as the most powerful reactor within 

anaerobic process treatments. These reactors require a high flow velocity (>10 m/h) to 
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maintain a chaotic state inside which supports well contact between the granules and 

substrate (Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007).  The current study used a new approach in 

applying an upflow reactor for methanogenesis. The principle of operation of reactor is 

shown in Fig. 2.1. In which, the substrate was pumped with low velocity. Therefore, the 

granules settled down at the bottom of the reactor to create an anaerobic filter zone. With 

strong characteristics of granular sludge, the filter zone played the role as a buffer layer to 

help the reactor adapt to the substrate having fluctuations in pH, concentration and also 

loading rate. This study also maintained a fine biomass (suspended sludge) layer at upper 

the granular filter zone. The anaerobic bacteria in this layer would decompose the rest of the 

substrate. Especially, biogas gas generated at high-speed would push suspended sludge up. 

When biogas was separated out of the liquid phase, suspended sludge settles down. At 

sufficiently high loads, it would form a fluidized bed zone resulting in well contact between 

the substrate and suspended sludge. Therefore, in this way, the efficiency of the reactor 

would well at high loading rate. 

 
Fig. 2.1. Principal of proposed methane reactor 
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The experimental model of two-stage anaerobic digestion included one hydrolysis reactor 

(HR, 5L), one buffer tank (BT), and one methane reactor (MR, 6L) with the material flow 

as shown in Fig. 2.2. According to Van et al. (2019b), a big problem in the hydrolytic reactor 

is operated in a high solid concentration which leads to the fact that insufficient mixing or 

too high energy consumption for mixing. This report recommended that the total solid 15% 

is the upper limit condition for this reactor. Meanwhile, BMSW was often reported having 

solid content > 20%. So for safe purpose, the current study dilutes total solids in the feedstock 

down to 12% by adding water before being loaded into the reactor. Moreover, fast 

acidification of substrate inside the reactor leading to the pH condition drops down to 4 (J. 

B. van Lier et al., 2008). At this condition, microbial activities are severely inhibited and it 

might require a long retention time up to 15 days (Van et al., 2019b). Thus, adding alkali to 

control pH condition in this reactor is necessary. In which, favorable alkaline sources 

includes NaOH, Na2CO3, NaHCO3, and CaCO3 (Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007; Gerardi, 

2003). A better way, the effluent of the methane reactor, contains a high concentration of 

NH4
+ which is a slightly alkaline buffer, can be utilized. Hereby, water and chemical 

consumption could be reduced significantly. However, a so high concentration of NH4
+ can 

inhibit methanogens (Van et al., 2019b). Thus, the use of the effluent recirculation should 

be based on actual operating conditions.  The retention time is also important parameter, 

while a long RT requires big reactor, a short RT causes incomplete process. According to 

the literature, RT of 3-5 days is long enough to hydrolyze/acidify the high solid substrate. 

That is why the current study use RT of 5 days for first reactor.  

After hydrolysis at TS 12%, the acid concentration of substrate (hydrolysate) is so high, 

that can inhibit methanogens. Thus, the hydrolysate is diluted to a suitable concentration by 

water or the effluent of the methane reactor. And the dilution rate will be investigated for 

optimizing performance. The materials that cannot be hydrolyzed including inert substances 

and cellulose. They can accumulate at the bottom or occupy accommodation of biomass 

sludge once loaded into the methane reactor. Furthermore, they can hinder contact between 

soluble substrate and biomass. Therefore, removing non-hydrolysable fractions out of 

hydrolytic products is a crucial requirement in the operation of the proposal system.  

Then it continued to be filtered (1mm) and stored in BT. Finally, the liquid fractions of 

the hydrolysate was pumped into MR. While both HR and MR were maintained at 

mesophilic temperature, temperature of BT was not controlled. 
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Fig. 2.2. Proposal of two-stage anaerobic digestion system 

 

2.3. Granular sludge 

2.3.1. Granule structure 

Anaerobic granules are particulate biofilms, formed spontaneously by auto-

immobilization of anaerobic consortium without carrier materials. And they have some very 

specific properties including a high sedimentation velocity and a high methanogenic activity 

(Alphenaar, 1994; McHugh et al., 2003). The quality of granular sludge is decided by both 

microbiological and physical characteristics.  

Microbiologically, these dense particles consist an intertwined mixture of the symbiotic 

anaerobic micro-organisms that work together in methane fermentation. Each granule is a 

functional unit comprising of all the different bacterial groups which are necessary for the 

full anaerobic digestion of organic matter (McHugh et al., 2003). These groups of bacteria 

arrange themselves in an orderly making leading to the formation of a layered structure as 

shown in Fig. 2.3. The outside layer is the acidogenic bacterial group that acidify complex 

organic matter, also, provide the substrate to the inner microbial layers. Moreover, the fact 

that also methanogen-like organisms were found in the exterior layer lead to the idea that 

these H2-consuming organisms could consume any free H, avoiding its diffusion into the 

second layer (LW Hulshoff Pol et al., 2004). Thanks to that, granular sludge might reduce 

impacts of pH fluctuation on its general activities. The second layer, contains acetogens and 

hydrogenotrophic methanogens, consume SVFAs produced by the first one. This layer 

surrounds the central core which contains acetotrophic methanogens. Therefore, sludge 

granules can be regarded as well-balanced micro-ecosystems. A typical granule may include 

millions of organisms per gram of biomass. However, none of the individual species in these 

Hydrolysis Solid-liquid Methane 

Feedstock Hydrolysate  
(H) 

Effluent 

Water Water 

TS 12%; HRT 5d; 
T=36oC 

HRT =3.5-15.8 d; 
T= 36oC 
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micro-ecosystems are capable of completely degrading influent wastes. Competitive and 

cooperative associations between the component micro-organisms of the granule are 

necessary, and so the consortium forms a unique microbial ecosystem within several 

millimetres of an aggregate (McHugh et al., 2003).  

 

Fig. 2.3. Schematic representation of granular structure (McHugh et al., 2003) 

 

The unique spatial arrangement of bacteria within an anaerobic granule and the 

phenomenon of granulation offers a number of advantages (McHugh et al., 2003): 

1. More efficient microbial proliferation; 

2. Access to resources and niches that cannot be utilised by isolated cells; 

3. Collective defence against antagonists that eliminate isolated cells; 

4. Optimisation of population survival by differentiation into distinct cell types; 

5. The diffusion distance for fermentation intermediates is minimized in granules; this is 

a very efficient means to conserve every fraction of energy available in a complex 

degradation system. 

 

The most important physical properties of sludge granules with respect to its behavior in 

the upflow reactor are settleability and mass transfer limitation (Alphenaar, 1994). In which, 

the settleability depends on to the size and density of the particles. Related to this, J. van Lier 

et al. (2016) reported that granular sludge having density of 1-1.05 g/ml with diameter of 

0.1-8 mm resulted in settling velocities in the range of 30-75 m/h. It is much higher 

comparing to suspended sludge. Therefore, the active sludge biomass is not swept away with 

the effluent even at high velocity of the flow. This technique allows maintaining a high 
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biomass concentration in the reactor that is the premise for high rate operation (P. Dinh & 

Bach, 2014). Whether the granular reactor can operate at a high rate also depends on the 

mass transfer limitation characteristic which is decided by cavities (porosity) and their size 

distribution in the sludge granules. These cavities, shown in Fig. 2.4, have pore size in the 

range of 10-500μ with porosity of 40-80%, play function as transport channels for gases, 

substrates and metabolites (Alphenaar, 1994; Hickey et al., 1991; Lim & Kim, 2014; J. van 

Lier et al., 2016).  

 

Fig. 2.4. Cavities of granules under Scanning Electron Microscope (Hickey et al., 1991) 

2.3.2. Principle of Granulation process  

Ahn [16] proposed a similar granulation model as presented in Table 2.1.At the initial 

stage of granulation, aceticlastic methanogens (filamentous) and other organisms grow 

dispersed in the medium.By bridging and rolling effects due to the hydrodynamic behaviour 

of the UASB, small loose conglomerates mainly composed of the filamentous methanogens 

are eventually formed. Following on, acetogens attach to this conglomerate, in syntrophic 

relationship with the aceticlastic methanogens, thus forming a small granule with a dense 

core. Then, acidogens and hydrogenotrophs in syntrophic relationship with the acetogens 

adhere to the small granule and due to the extracellular polymers excretion by the 

hydrogenotrophs, the granule is allowed to grow. 
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Table 2.1. Anaerobic sludge granulation 

Appearance Stage Diameter 

 

Growth of filamentous (aceticlastic) 
methanogens and other microorganism 
in low hydrogen partial pressure 
condition 

Filament 

 

Bringing and rolling effects on the 
growth of filamentous methanogens 

< 100 μm 

 

Growth of small conglomerate as a 
loose core; crowded syntrophic 
acetogens around the surface of the core 

< 1 mm 

 

Growth of small granule with dense 
core; crowded syntrophic 
hydrogenotrophs and acidogens around 
the surface of a small granule. 

1 -2 mm 

 

Growth of small granule with multi-
layered structure, due to accumulation of 
extracellular polymers by 
hydrogenotrophs 

2-5 mm 

 

Factors governing the initial bacterial adhesion have been extensively described in the 

literature including three factors can be distinguished (L Hulshoff Pol, 1989): 

1. The nature of the substratum (support particle), including its porosity, pore 

structure and dimension, charge of the surface, density of the particles (in case of 

fluidized and expanded bed reactors), specific surface area and surface tension.  

2. Environmental factors such as the pH, temperature, ionic strength, composition 

and concentration of the organic compounds in the solution and flow regime.  

3. The properties of the involved micro-organisms such as the surface characteristics 

including hydrophobicity and electrophoretic mobility, the bacterial physiology (e.g. 

the production of extracellular polymers) and the bacterial morphology. 

2.4. Starting up the system 

Step I: Making seed sludge and inoculum 
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The best way to warm up a methane reactor is starting up with sludge biomass from a 

running reactor. Other sources such as cow dung, piggery dung were also reported as 

potential (Abbasi et al., 2011). At a different approach, the current study wanted to explore 

the potential of horse dung. In actually, it was so difficult for us to access these sources 

mentioned above. There was only horse dung available in a stable at our campus. Meanwhile, 

Leng (2018) found that methanogens predominates in horse forestomach and be excreted 

through dung; Pham Van et al. (2018a) and Hadin and Eriksson (2016) succeeded in doing 

anaerobic digestion of horse dung. Therefore, we would explore sludge granulation from 

horse dung that could not be found in the current literature.  

One kg of fresh horse dung was mixed with water with a ratio of 1:1. Then the mixture 

was introduced into a mixed (CST) reactor and removed oxygen by aerating nitrogen for 30 

min. Most studies have had an agreement that pathogens are not damaged at the mesophilic 

temperatures, whereas rapidly inactivated at the thermophilic condition (los Cobos-

Vasconcelos et al., 2015). Meanwhile, methanogens are still alive at the thermophilic 

temperature (Van et al., 2019b). In addition, the microorganism can get shocked if 

temperature changes over 2oC a day (Gerardi, 2003). Therefore, temperature of the reactor 

were set at 55oC for 2 days to remove pathogens first. After that, heat mode was controlled 

with progress: lowering 2oC /day until getting 36oC and kept at this temperature throughout 

digestion process. 

The biogas production was stable after 30 days of digestion. It means methanogens 

acclimated and thrived well. At that time, suspended sludge inside the CST reactor was ready 

as seed sludge for the upflow reactor. However, large-size solids may risk the whole 

operation of the treatment system including adverse impact to the distribution of the influent 

wastewater at the bottom of the reactor, and generation and accumulation of poor 

characteristics sludge with low activity that is difficult to remove (Chernicharo & Augusto, 

2007).  Thus, all substrates inside the CSTR reactor was filtered through a 1mm filter to 

remove large-size particles before taken into methane reactor. Ensuring that it is loaded from 

the bottom of the reactor. Avoid turbulence and excessive contact with air. The remaining 

fine particles would play a bedrock role to form the granular sludge later on. Meanwhile, 

suspended sludge obtained was seed sludge for methane reaction. This progress was not 

inevitable involve dissolving oxygen into the liquid part, thus blowing N2 for 30 mins for 

removing free oxygen.    
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Leave the sludge at rest for allowing its gradual recover to activated status. Biogas 

production came back after 5 days. Because of less contact between biomass sludge and 

liquid (due to the separation of solid and liquid), gas generation was much less than in the 

CST reactor. However, it was ready for next progress.   

Step II: Enrichment of Methanogens and Granular sludge 

The principle of methanogens enrichment is to provide nutrients with suitable loads and 

create good conditions (temperature, pH) for microorganisms to grow and develop. And 

feeding substrate must contain a high concentrations of stimulants which support for 

formation granular sludge such as volatile fatty acids (VFAs), Ca2+, and Mg2+ (J. van Lier et 

al., 2016). 

Requirements of the nutrients firstly contain elements such as carbon, nitrogen, 

phosphorus, trace elements and also macro elements. Moreover, it is not allowed to have 

grease because the grease materials may enable the excessive accumulation of scum inside 

the gas collector, hindering the release of gases and demanding special devices for its 

periodical removal (Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007). Due to high-quality requirements of the 

nutrient, most studies often use artificial nutrients which are synthesized from chemicals. In 

a different way, this study used hydrolyzed vegetable waste as nutrients by the following 

reasons: vegetable waste (VW) has been proved as a potential source for anaerobic digestion 

(Pham Van et al., 2018a); it doesn’t contain grease; Moreover, a high concentration of 

divalent cations has been often found in vegetable waste (Asquer et al., 2013).  VW was 

mixed with horse dung (wet based ratio 9:1) for inoculation of the hydrolytic reaction. 

Characteristics of VW and HD are presented in Chapter III. After 5 days of digestion, the 

liquid part was collected by filtering through a 1mm filter. Then it was diluted and adjusted 

pH condition as resulted in pH of 7.0; COD 3.158 g/l; OLR. Feeding substrate had been 

maintained for 3 months.  
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2.5. Results 

At the end of the start-up period, the methane reactor stabilized with the biogas yield of 

275.6 Nml/g-VS containing 71.1% CH4, 21.8% CO2, and 7.1% others. Especially, the 

granular sludge had formed at the bottom of the methane reactor with a size in the range of 

1-2 mm (Fig. 2.5).  

  

Fig. 2.5. Granular sludge in the methane reactor 

The structure of granular sludge was determined using the scanning electron microscope 

with the following preparation method: Flushed three times by phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS) (pH 7.4), then fixed in 2.5% gluraraldehyde for 4 h and washed 3 times for 10 min 

with the PBS buffer. It was dehydrated by using 50%, 70%, 80%, and 90% alcohol for 30 

min → analysis by SEM-EDS. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the granules have a hollow structure. 

   

Fig. 2.6. Structure of granular sludge 
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Chapter 3 - Comparison between Single- and Two-stage Anaerobic 

Digestion of Vegetable Waste 

Abstract. 

This study aims to compare the performance and kinetics between the single-stage anaerobic 

digestion (SAD) and the two-stage anaerobic digestion (TAD) of vegetable waste (VW). The 

SAD was performed using continuously stirred tank reactors. Meanwhile, the TAD 

experiment was set up using a combined system involving a continuously stirred tank for 

hydrolysis/acidogenesis and an upflow reactor for methanogenesis. The hydrolytic reactor 

operated as a batch process with a retention time (RT) of 9 days, while the methane reactor 

was a continuous process operation with RT of 20 days. Both TAD and SAD were controlled 

at a temperature of 36 oC. The SAD experiments lasted for 143 days, and were characterised 

by the kinetic rate constant k = 0.02 day-1 which was much lower than that for the TAD (k = 

0.66 - 2.16 day-1). The SAD seemed to be inhibited by high concentration of free ammonia 

and low inoculum to substrate ratio; herein, only 17.8-22.3% of the initial carbon could be 

converted into biogas (equivalent to 91 - 110 Nml/g-VSadded) with low methane content (44.1 

- 48.7%). Meanwhile, TAD converted 41.67% initial carbon to biogas (equivalent to 299.0 

- 374.6 Nml/g-VSadded) with high methane content (71.68 - 81.0%). Moreover, 

methanogenesis in the TAD was highly stable which enabled the digestion process to return 

to normal state within a few days, even though the concentrations of the influent increased 

to double (6.5-24.5 g-COD/l). As per these results, the TAD was much more stable, faster, 

and stronger than the SAD. 

 
Keywords: Anaerobic digestion, Single-stage digestion, Two-stage digestion, Vegetable waste. 
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3.1. Introduction 

Vegetable waste (VW) is generated daily in large amounts globally as a natural 

consequence of agricultural and food industrial activities (Ji et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2011). 

European Union alone annually produces 89 million tons of fruit and vegetable waste and 

this value is expected to further significantly increase (Plazzotta et al., 2017). It is highly 

biodegradable, and when discarded into landfills or dumping sites, it inevitably causes 

natural anaerobic digestion (AD) leading to various environmental and human health 

problems such as odour pollution, CH4 emission, groundwater contamination, surface water 

pollution, and spread of diseases (Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007; Ji et al., 2017; Lin et al., 

2011; Van et al., 2019). Therefore, AD systems for controlling AD of biodegradable waste, 

including VW, and the recovery of energy gas (CH4) have been developed (Van et al., 2019).  

The simplest system is the single-stage anaerobic digestion (SAD), which allows both 

steps, hydrolysis/acidogenesis and acetogenesis/methanogenesis, to occur in one reactor 

(Aslanzadeh et al., 2014). However, microbial growth characteristics between these 

digestion steps differ. Hydrolysis/acidogenesis is implemented by facultative anaerobes with 

the short minimum doubling time (30 min) and optimal pH in the range of 5.5-6.5 (Mao et 

al., 2015; Ramos-Suárez et al., 2015). Meanwhile, microorganisms performing 

acetogenesis/methanogenesis are the obligate anaerobes with the long minimum doubling 

time (several days) and an optimal pH of 7-8 (Ramos-Suárez et al., 2015; Van et al., 2019). 

Moreover, the obligate anaerobes are sensitive to volatile fatty acids (VFAs) that are 

produced during the first step. Therefore, it is difficult to maintain balance of microbial 

growth between these steps at a high loading rate in an SAD system and its loading rate 

remains unsatisfactory (Aslanzadeh et al., 2014). Therefore, the idea of two-stage anaerobic 

digestion (TAD), which separates the first step and the second step in two different reactors, 

has been proposed to optimise every digestion step. By implementing TAD, the system can 

achieve more stable operation, higher organic loading capacity and a higher resistance 

toward toxicants and inhibiting substances (Aslanzadeh et al., 2014; Trzcinski & David, 

2017; Van et al., 2019). However, the current TAD technology requires very high investment 

and operation cost; hence, the SAD systems are favoured for application (Trzcinski & David, 

2017). The TAD is still being improved using different configurations to meet competition 

with SAD (Ganesh et al., 2014). The comparisons between SAD and TAD pertaining to 

different aspects are necessary to orientate the future direction of technology development. 
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Aslanzadeh et al. (2014) performed AD of food waste and organic fraction of municipal 

solid waste (OFMSW). They reported that SAD could not handle an organic loading rate 

(OLR) >2-3 g-VS/l/d. Meanwhile TAD run well with an OLR in the range of 8-12 g-VS/l/d 

with a lower RT. Xiao et al. (2018) investigated AD of food waste at thermophilic 

temperature. In this study, CH4 yield observed in the SAD system (775 ml/g-VSadded) was 

lower than that in TAD (810 ml/g-VSadded). Schievano et al. (2012) reported that there were 

no differences in the overall energy recovery between SAD and TAD of market bio-waste. 

However, the bacterial and archaeal microbial communities in both systems were 

considerably different, and a higher bacterial diversity was observed in SAD. Begum et al. 

(2018) experimented with AD of landfill leachate and showed that COD removal in TAD 

was higher at 21% compared to SAD. Thus, majority of the comparisons have revolved 

around issues of biogas yield, effects of operating parameters, and microbial communities. 

Meanwhile, the kinetics of methanogenesis as a reliable indicator, that determines the speed 

of the processes, has not been used for comparison. Furthermore, the comparison between 

two digestion systems using VW is limited in the literature.  

Therefore, this work aims to compare the single-stage and the two-stage digestion of VW 

based on the kinetics and performance of methanogenesis. Moreover, this study shows the 

fate of carbon in these AD processes, which have been scarcely reported in literature to date.   

3.2. Materials and Methods 

3.2.1. Analytical method 

Carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) of the substrate were determined using a CHN analyser 

(2400 II, PerkinElmer, USA). Total solid (TS), volatile solid (VS), and pH were carried out 

according to standard methods (APHA, 2012). Total carbon and inorganic carbon of the 

liquid samples were measured by a TOC-L analyser (Shimadzu, Japan). The liquid sample 

was filtered (0.45 μm) to obtain soluble carbon before measuring. Total chemical oxygen 

demand (TCOD) and total nitrogen (TN) were measured by a spectrophotometer (MD600, 

Lovibond, UK). Gas content (carbon dioxide, methane and other) was analysed according to 

the method described by Dinh et al. (2018c). VFA components were determined by a GC-

14A (Shimadzu, Japan) equipped with a flame ionization detector and a capillary column. 

3.2.2. Substrate and Inoculum 

VW and horse dung (HD) were collected at an agricultural field. In which, HD played 

the role of inoculum source, and VW was substrate for anaerobic digestion. Characteristics 
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of VW and HD were determined as the description in the section of analytical methods, 

shown in Table 3.1. VW was cut into small particles (< 5 mm) then stored in a refrigerator 

at a temperature below zero, and shredded with by a household blender before being used. 

The feedstock for digestion was a mixture of VW and HD with a ratio of 10:1.  

Table 3.1. Characteristics of materials (n=3) 

 Parameters VW HD Feedstock 

TS (%) 5.80±0.06 23.24±0.15 7.38 

VS (%TS)  82.87±0.27  82.38±0.16  82.7 

C (%TS) 41.59±0.03 46.81±0.01 43.08 

N (% TS) 3.35±0.01 1.25±0.04 2.75 

C/N 12.43±0.04 37.44±1.28 15.68 

3.2.3. Experiment of single-stage digestion 

Two similar continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) were employed in the batch 

anaerobic digestion with TS condition of 3% and 5%. The outline of the experiment is shown 

in Fig. 1(a). The reactors were set briefly in a hot water tank with a controlled temperature 

36 ± 1 oC. The substrate inside the reactors was mixed using a stirrer. In the first 10 days, 

the pH was maintained at pH 6.5 by a pH controller. The pH controller received signals from 

a pH probe to control (on/off) a switch pumping NaOH solution (10 M). Biogas was 

collected temporarily by a plastic bag for further analysis.  

 

Fig. 3.1. Outline of the single-stage and two-stage processes 
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3.2.3. Experiment of two-stage digestion 

The two-stage digestion system included a hydrolysis reactor (employing CSTR), a 

buffer tank, and a methane reactor (an upflow anaerobic sludge blanket – UASB), as shown 

in Fig. 3.1(b). The hydrolytic reactor was controlled at a temperature of 36 ± 1 oC and pH 

6.5. After hydrolysis, the products were filtered to collect the liquid fraction (hydrolysate) 

and then diluted using tap water (in the buffer tank). Finally, the liquid was pumped into the 

UASB reactor by a peristaltic pump. The operation of the methane reactor was divided into 

stage I, II, and III with a dilution rate of hydrolysate at 10, 5, and 2.5, respectively. Every 

stage was maintained for 24 days. Particularly stage III, the pH of the liquid hydrolysate was 

raised to pH 7.0 that is more suitable for methanogenesis. Prior to the experiment, the 

conditions inside the UASB reactor, suitable for the anaerobic bacterial cultures were 

maintained for three months. The temperature of UASB was maintained at 36 ± 1 oC by a 

hot water jacket. RT in the hydrolysis reactor, buffer tank, and UASB reactor was nine days, 

one day, and twenty days, respectively.  

3.2.5. Kinetic models 

For the batch SAD process, Dinh et al. (2018a) recently proposed a new kinetic biogas 

production model (the DINH model) that can overcome disadvantages of the conventional 

models. Therefore, it was employed to calculate the kinetic rate coefficient (km1 day-1), 

written as Eq. 3.1 and 3.2 (Dinh et al., 2018a, 2018c). 

= 1 − exp ( − 1)                                                                                                            (3.1)
= 1. . . exp( ) . (1 − )                                                                                                               (3.2) 

Where, Gt = accumulative methane yield (Nml/g-VS); A = methane yield potential 

(Nml/g-VS); t = digestion time (day); to = time when the biogas rate gets maximum (day); 

m = intermediate coefficient; km1 = average rate kinetic coefficient (1/day). The kinetic 

coefficients in Eq. 3.1 were determined by the least squares fitting method. Moreover, the 

Eq. 3.1 was converted into a linear regression equation (Eq. 3.3) for comparison between 

experimental values and modelling data using the correlation of determination (r2).  log − = log(1 − ) − 1 . log ( ) + 1 . log ( )                                                                            (3) 
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For the two-stage digestion, the first-order model was applied to calculate the rate 

kinetics coefficient (km2 1/day) in the methane tank (Basu & Asolekar, 2012). Under steady 

state conditions, the model can be expressed by the following equation: − = .                                                                                                                                                            (3.4) 

Where, Si = concentration of substrate in influent (mg-COD/L); Se = concentration of 

substrate in effluent (mg-COD/L); HRT = hydraulic retention time (day).  

3.3. Results and Discussions 

3.3.1. Single-stage digestion 

Characteristics of biogas production and digestate from the single-stage digestion 

experiments are shown in Table 3.2. While the biogas yield and methane content in reactor 

with TS at 3% were respectively 207.7 Nml/g-VSadded and 44.1%, they were 226 Nml/g-

VSadded and 48.7% in the TS 5% reactor. Ji et al. (2017) reviewed a considerable literature 

pertaining to the digestion of fruit and vegetable waste (FVW), and reported the methane 

yield as ranging between 190 and 400 ml/g-VS. Recently, many authors have focused on the 

co-digestion of VW and other waste to improve methane production. Dinh et al. (2018c) 

experimented on the co-digestion of VW and food waste, and reported that the biogas yield 

was in the range of 431.6-596.9 Nml/g-VSadded (56.2-67.5% of CH4). Shen et al. (2013) 

gained a biogas yield of 328-544 ml-CH4/g- g-VSadded when performing the co-digestion of 

VW and kitchen waste. Dinh et al. (2018) used a mixture of FW, HD, and sludge, and 

obtained biogas yield in the range of 138-648 Nml/ g-VSadded (58-76% CH4). Compared to 

other studies, our current work showed a lower methane yield. 

Table 3.2. Characteristics of biogas production and digestate from the SAD. 

Biogas TS 3% TS 5% Effluents TS 3% TS 5% Kinetics TS 3% TS 5%
Yield (Nml/g-VSadded ) 207.71 226.01 pH 8.3 8.4 A 91.51 105.70

% CH4 44.10 48.70 Solid (g/l) 4.88 8.63 m 102.98 81.87

% CO2 34.85 37.87 SS (g/l) 14.88 28.53 R 0.9989 0.9978

% Other 21.05 13.43 FAN 128.54 218.85 km1 0.0208 0.0211

 

The fate of carbon in the SAD process is shown in Fig. 3.2. Here, only 18.7-22.3% of 

initial carbon in the feedstock was converted into the gaseous state, and 18-19% of carbon 

remained in the solid state. The SAD stopped while the carbon concentrations in the liquid 

and suspended matter were still high, which is a sign of inhibition. The free ammonia (FAN) 
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concentrations obtained in TS 3% and TS 5% reactors were 128.5 and 218.9 mg/l, 

respectively. Several other studies also observed inhibition in the SAD around this FAN 

concentration range. Gallert and Winter (1997) reported that 50% biogas production was 

inhibited when ammonia concentration was in the range of 3-3.7 mg-N/l (equivalent to FAN 

of 220-280 mg-N/l) at mesophilic temperature. Braun et al. (1981) reported that the FAN 

levels of approximately 150 mg-N/l could cause methanogenic growth inhibition. Moreover, 

for digestion to proceed adequately, a sufficient amount of active inoculum was required. 

The inoculum to substrate (I/S) ratio should be high enough to catalyse a series of 

interdependent biochemical reactions (Boulanger et al., 2012). Parawira et al. (2004) showed 

that the increase in I/S ratio could help the system overcome inhibition. Meanwhile, the I/S 

ratio in the current study (2:5, VS basis) was lower than that has often been reported as being 

sufficient for SAD. Therefore, the inhibition could be attributed to both high FAN 

concentration and low I/S ratio.   

 
Fig. 3.2. The fate of carbon in single-stage digestion (Values of TS3% in the brackets) 

 Cumulative biogas production in the TS 3% and TS 5% reactors are shown in Fig. 3.3. 

In both reactors, while carbon dioxide was generated soon after the initiation of the reactions, 

methane production only was considerably delayed. So, there was a lag-time between 

methanogenesis and hydrolysis/acidogenesis, that was also reported by Dinh et al. (2018c), 

Boulanger et al. (2012), and Chen et al. (2015). This phenomenon could be explained, firstly 

by the inhibition of methanogens caused by high FAN concentration and low I/S as 

mentioned above, and secondly by the fact that rapid growth facultative microorganisms 

caused correspondingly rapid accumulation of a high concentration of VFAs in the reactors 

leading to inhibition of methanogens (Ji et al., 2017). Methanogenesis in both reactors was 
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quite slow (143 days) and was characterised by the rate kinetic constants km1 = 0.02 day-1. 

Recently, Dinh et al. (2018c) also performed co-digestion of VW and horse dung at 

mesophilic temperature, using a higher inoculum (15%, wet basis), and obtained higher 

values of km1 (0.031-0.039 day-1) and lower lag-time of methanogenesis. At a higher I/S 

ratio (1:1, VS basis),  Nielfa et al. (2015) reported that the lag-time was zero and the kinetic 

constant was 0.39 day-1. Therefore, this study agrees with Boulanger et al. (2012) that the 

I/S ratio significantly affects the kinetics of methanogenesis.  

 

Fig. 3.3. Accumulative biogas in the single-stage digestion system 

3.3.2. Two-stage digestion 

After nine days of fermentation at pH 6.5, total VFAs and TCOD of the fermentative 

product was 29.6 g/l (equivalent to a yield of 484.4 g-VFAs/kg-VSadded) and 62.4 g/l, 

respectively. In which, VFA component included acetate, propionate, butyrate, and valerate 

accounted for  41.3%, 7.1%, 45.2%, and 6.4%, respectively. Ravi et al. (2018) and Schievano 

et al. (2012) also observed that acetate and butyrate were the main components in the 

fermentation of VW. However, total VFAs in these reports were significantly lower than the 

current study. While  Ravi et al. (2018) obtained 215.3 g-VFAs/g-VSadded at pH 5.5 (RT of 

4 d) and 347.8 g-VFAs/g-VSadded at pH 6.0 (RT of 6 d), Schievano et al. (2012) only acquired 

total VFAs of 136.5 g/g-VSadded with conditions of pH 5.5 and 3 d RT. These differences 

could be explained, firstly by the current study used a higher RT (9 d) compared to the others, 

and secondly by the effect of pH on the fermentation process, which was often reported in 

the literature. Using long RT as in the current study leads to requiring a big reactor,  this 

disadvantage can be surmounted by increasing the I/S ratio to reduce RT as recommended 
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by Boulanger et al. (2012). Characteristics of the fermentative product showed more clearly 

the operation of the methane reactor at different stages as shown in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3. The detail operation of the methane reactor. 

Stage 
Duration 

(days)  

  Operation of methane reactor 

  
Dilution 

rate 
pH of the 
influent 

OLR  
g-COD/l/d 

RT 
(days) 

Startup 90  20 6.5 0.16 

20 
I 24  10 6.5 0.33 
II 24  5 6.5 0.61 
III 24  2.5 7.0 1.23 

 

The results of the biogas yield and methane content from the start-up phase to stage I-III 

in the methane reactor are shown in Fig. 3.4. In the start-up phase, the biogas yield was 275.6 

Nml/g-VSadded (71.1% CH4). After a sudden increase in COD of the influent, all subsequent 

stages included a shock period followed by a stable period. In stable periods, biogas yield 

obtained in stage I, II, and III was 299.0 Nml/g-VSadded (71.68% CH4), 373.9 Nml/g-VSadded 

(73.24% CH4), and 374.6 Nml/g-VSadded (81.0% CH4), respectively. The biogas yield tended 

to increase over time and stabilised in stage III. This result can be attributed to the 

microbiological consortium inside the reactor still in the process of stability. 

 

Fig. 3.4. Daily biogas production in the methane reactor during the experimental stages 
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According to Chernicharo and Augusto (2007), methanogenesis primarily occurs in 

two different ways: (1) acetotrophic bacteria ferment acetic acid to CH4 and CO2 ; (2) 

hydrogenotrophic methanogens synthesise CH4 from CO2. These bacterial groups respond 

differently to the change in environmental conditions (Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007; Van 

et al., 2019), that influence the reaction rates of (1) and (2) causing a change in CH4 

percentage in biogas. This study observed an increase in the percentage of CH4 and a 

significant reduction in biogas production when the COD input concentration doubled 

(shock period). These results reflected that both hydrogenotrophic and acetotrophic 

methanogens had been shocked. However, slight increase in CH4 concentration indicated 

that hydrogenotrophic methanogens were affected less than the acetotrophic methanogens 

were. It is reasonable because hydrogenotrophic bacteria grow at a faster rate than 

acetotrophic bacteria (Van et al., 2019). Overall, the shock periods passed over shortly after 

4-6 days due to the high adaptability of the reactor.  

Different models relating to the two-stage anaerobic digestion of vegetable have been 

studied. Ganesh et al. (2014) used two complete mixed reactors for both phases with the 

batch operation mode at 35 oC. They centrifuged the hydrolysate; the solid part was returned 

to the hydrolytic reactor, while the liquid was taken to the methane reactor with an RT of 30 

days, and biogas yield of 300 ml-CH4/g-VSadded was obtained. Wu et al. (2016) also used 

centrifugation method to remove particles of the hydrolysate. However, they employed the 

configuration of CSTR/UASB for hydrolysis/methanogenesis with the continuous operation 

mode. They observed a lower CH4 yield (244.2 ml/g-VSadded). In fact, using the 

centrifugation method to remove solid materials out of the hydrolysate is a complicated 

approach for a full-scale treatment plant. Therefore, Raynal et al. (1998) used a 0.5 mm iron 

sieve instead of using the centrifugation method to deal with the hydrolysate. A sequencing 

batch reactor (SBR) was employed for hydrolysis and an anaerobic filter (AF) reactor for 

methanogenesis. They obtained 240 ml-biogas/g-CODadded in the methane reactor. The 

above results together with the current research result showed that both the configuration 

and operation of TAD systems significantly affected biogas production, which was also 

confirmed by Van et al. (2019).  

Stage III achieved the highest efficiency between the three stages, and its carbon flow 

is shown in Fig. 3.5. Solid fractions accounted for 26% after fermentation. This result is 

reasonable because VW was often reported to contain a large number of fibrous materials 
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(Ganesh et al., 2014; Ji et al., 2017). This non-hydrolysable carbon was higher than that was 

collected in the SAD process. Therefore, if hydrolytic time is increased to more than one 

hundred days, the hydrolytic ratio will only increase by 6-7%, which is considered to be non-

economical. The amount of carbon converted into biogas in the two-stage digestion system 

was 41.67%. This result indicates that TAD was much more effective than the SAD. 

However, a large amount of carbon in the feedstock was hydrolysed but could not be 

converted into biogas (see Fig. 3.5). It was a significant energy loss. So, further study on 

how to transform this amount of carbon into biogas should be done. The carbon in the 

effluent (21.75% of initial carbon) was mainly in the inorganic form leading to release low 

greenhouse gas emission values, even not. Meanwhile, the effluent of the anaerobic digestion 

process contains high concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorus, and minerals (Möller & 

Müller, 2012). Thus, it might be used directly as a fertiliser source for agricultural activities. 

According to Romli et al. (1994), the loss of mass in the anaerobic digestion process 

accounted for approximately 5% initial carbon. Therefore, only a small portion of the 

feedstock was converted into microbial biomass (10.6% − 5% = 5.6%), which then 

constituted the excess sludge of the methane reactor. Compared to the aerobic process, a 

huge amount of feedstock are often converted into residual sludge biomass (50-60%) leading 

to sludge treatment which is a cost burden for the overall treatment process (Chernicharo & 

Augusto, 2007). The creation of less residual sludge is, therefore, a great advantage of 

anaerobic treatment compared to the aerobic process.   

 
Fig. 3.5. The fate of carbon in the two-stage digestion (stage III). 
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The values of kinetic rate constant (k) were 0.67, 1.26 and 2.18 day-1 with CODinfluent of 

6.5, 12.2 and 24.5 g/l respectively. They were remarkably higher than those obtained in the 

SAD systems. This result indicated that the biodegradation rate of substrate in TAD was 

much higher than in the SAD. In relation to using the first-order kinetic model to evaluate 

the methane reactor in the two-stage digestion of VW, the values of k in the current study 

are significantly lower than those reported by Diamantis and Aivasidis (2010) (19-23 day-1) 

who also used UASB to serve methanogenesis at mesophilic temperature. Math-Alvarez et 

al. (1993) even observed a lower value of k (0.176 day-1) compared to the current study. 

They also used a TAD system but operated the methane reactor by the batch process. These 

differences can be attributed to the different testing conditions (wastewater pre-acidification, 

biomass concentration, the concentration of the influent) and especially, the organic loading 

rate. In the current study, the requirements of adding alkaline to control pH, water for 

dilution, and removing particles were great disadvantages. Fortunately, the demand of water 

and alkali consumption can be significantly reduced by using the effluent of the methane 

reactor for the dilution (Van et al., 2019). However, recirculating the effluent can cause 

accumulation of inhibitors; hence, monitoring the level of inhibitors to ensure that they are 

below toxic levels is essential (Gerardi, 2003). Particle removal can be easily attained by 

using filter machines that are popular in the sludge treatment such as filter press and screw 

press. Therefore, the disadvantages of the TAD system can be addressed easily using the 

current technologies.  

3.4. Conclusions  

This study proved that the TAD has several outstanding advantages compared to the 

SAD in the treatment of VW. The conversion proportion of carbon into biogas in the TAD 

process was much higher than that in the SAD process. The kinetics of methanogenesis in 

the TAD was also faster than those in the SAD. Besides, the TAD process produced much 

higher CH4 content than the SAD process. Both hydrogenotrophic and acetotrophic bacteria 

had good resistance to the concentration change of the influent; however, the former depicted 

higher resistance. In the TAD, a large amount of initial carbon was hydrolysed but could not 

be converted into biogas, leading to significant energy loss. Hence, further studies should be 

conducted pertaining to the transformation of unutilised carbon into biogas. 
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Chapter 4 - Effects of pH, HRT, and OLR on Two-Stage Anaerobic 

Digestion System of Biodegradable Municipal Solid Waste 

Abstract.  

This chapter aims to investigate the effects of operating parameters on two-stage 

anaerobic digestion (TAD) of biodegradable municipal solid waste (BMSW). The TAD 

system included one fermentative reactor (FR) and one methanogenic reactor (MR). While 

FR was a normal complete mixed tank, MR was and an upflow reactor. Initial total solids 

(TS) of feedstock was adjusted at 12% before being taken into the FR.  In the FR, the pH 

was controlled in the range of 4.5-6.5 with a step by 0.5. After 5 days of hydrolysis at 36oC, 

the substrate was diluted by water with the different rates 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1. It continued to 

be filtered (1 mm) to remove solid particles. The rest was loaded into methane reactor with 

the different hydraulic retention time (HRT =3.5 -15.8). In the FR, increasing pH in the range 

of 4.5 to 6.5 caused a significant increase in the yield and composition of the fermentative 

products. Fermentation at pH 4.5 produced 53.88 g-SCOD/g-VS and 25.2 g-VFA/g-VS 

(49.3%, acetate and propionate). These concentrations increased gradually up to 64.09 g-

SCOD/g-VS and 32.4 g-VFA/g-VS (71.6%, acetate and propionate) at pH 6.5. There was no 

significant difference between fermentation at pH 6.0 and 6.5. In the methane reactor, biogas 

yield was in the range of 193.3-327 Nml/g-TS with 54.2-71.6% of CH4. That was due to the 

effects of operating parameters. While pH and HRT showed synergic effects on the 

performance of methanogenesis, OLR presented antagonistic effects. And the influences of 

OLRs and HRT was more and more clearly at lower pH of the influent. Working with pH 

input of 6.0-6.5, the reactor could operate well at a very high OLR (11.4 kg-TS/L/d) even 

using the shortest HRT (3.5 d). The reactor worked with the pHs below this range would be 

inhibited significantly. When pH-input at 4.5, the reactor could only work with low OLRs.  

Key words: Hydrolysis, Methanogenesis, Two-stage, solid waste, pH, OLR, HRT 
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4.1.Introduction 

Solid waste generation is an inevitable consequence of human activities and its rapid 

increase in recent years. Remarkably, biodegradable municipal solid waste (BMSW) was 

often reported to account the highest proportion within the municipal solid waste 

components, which has been landfilling for many years (Phu et al., 2019; Van et al., 2019). 

That has caused various issues that threaten the environment and public health. Therefore, 

researchers have been urged to search for high feasible methods to deal with BMSW. Within 

sustainable solutions, anaerobic digestion (AD) systems which convert biodegradable waste 

into energy gas, have particularly attracted attention within the scientific community.  

Anaerobic digestion system is constituted from (bio)reactors to perform a series of bi-

metabolism steps, including hydrolysis/acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and methanogenesis 

(Van et al., 2019; van Lier et al., 2008). The most applied AD system is the single-stage 

anaerobic digestion (SAD) which allows all the four steps occur in the same reactor (Abbasi 

et al., 2011; Burton et al., 2014; Van et al., 2019). The recent studies have shown that the 

two-stage anaerobic digestion (TAD) which separates hydrolysis and methanogenesis in two 

different reactors, has been proved as having more potential than the SAD (Abbasi et al., 

2011; Nasr et al., 2012; Van et al., 2019). The major concerns in TAD that have focused on 

methane reactor because methanogens have a much slower growth rate comparing to other 

group bacteria (Pham Van et al., 2018a; van Lier et al., 2008). There are two different 

mechanisms in the methane reactor including the suspended and attached growth processes 

(Burton et al., 2014; Van et al., 2019). The microorganisms are maintained in suspension 

within the liquid in the suspended growth reactor. Meanwhile, they attach and grow on 

supporting media in the attached growth reactors. The first one has a much lower density of 

biomass sludge comparing to the second one (Burton et al., 2014). It leads to a series of 

advantages of granular sludge technic comparing to suspended sludge process such as the 

high concentration of methanogens, the superior settling characteristics, and high resistance 

to toxic compounds (Pol et al., 2004; Van Pham & Bach, 2014). However, granular sludge 

technique requires a high-speed flow to maintain well contact between granular biomass and 

substrate (fluidized zone) (Burton et al., 2014; Pol et al., 2004). Therefore, this process might 

cost much water consumption and relevant energy when applying to deal with high solid 

matter such as BMSW.  

OLR, HRT, and pH are considered as key operating parameters of the methane reactor. 

Thus, a series of studies have investigated the effects of these factors on systems to find the 

best conditions (Abbasi et al., 2011; Van et al., 2019). However, multivariate impact studies 
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always require a large number of experiments and a high quality of experimental models. 

That is why most studies have only considered the effect of every single factor or two factors. 

Recently, Boonsawang et al. (2015) investigated the influences of all these factors on TAD 

operated by batch mode. Meanwhile, co-influence of these factors on AD system operated 

by continuous mode has been still limited in the literature, especially the system using 

granular sludge. 

Therefore, this study aims to develop a new TAD system to treat OFMSW. In which, 

TAD system applied a special technique that allowed using both suspended sludge and 

granular sludge processes in the same methane reactor. The influences of operating 

parameters (pH, OLR, and HRT) on the TAD were studied to find out its characteristics. In 

addition, the impacts of the effluent recirculation to the TAD were also investigated for 

optimization of water and alkaline consumption.  

 

4.2.Materials and Methods 

4.2.1. Feedstock and inoculum 

BMSW was sorted out from municipal solid waste source at the east clean centre which 

is responsible to incinerate municipal solid waste generated from Okayama City (Japan). 

BMSW was chopped into small size particles (<1 cm) then ground into fine particles. Three 

samples of BMWS were taken out after well mixing to determine its physical-chemical 

characteristics. The rest was distributed into small plastic bags and then stored in a freezer 

until using. Horse dung was collected at a horse cage (Okayama University, Japan), mixed 

with BMSW (ratio of 1:9, wet basic) for inoculation of hydrolysis. Their characteristics were 

analyzed as described in the chemical analysis section, shown in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1. Characteristics of the materials (number of samples n=3) 
Characteristics BMSW Horse 

Dung 
Feedstock 

TS (%) 27.4±0.2 24.5±0.2 27.1±0.2 
VS (%TS) 66.7±0.7 76.9±0.4 67.6±0.6 
C (%TS) 45.2±1.1 44.3±0.3 45.1±1.0 
N (%TS) 2.77±0.02 1.16±0.06 2.63±0.02 
C/N 16.3±0.3 36.2±1.8 17.2±0.3 

 

4.2.1. Experimental setups 

The experimental model of two-stage anaerobic digestion included one fermentative 

reactor (FR, 5L), one buffer tank (BT), and one methane reactor (MR, 6L) with the material 

flow as shown in Fig. 4.1. The FR was a complete mixed reactor, while the MR was an 
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upflow reactor and its design was presented in Chapter 2. The initial total solids of the 

feedstock was adjusted at 12% by adding water before being taken into FR. FR was a 

continuously stirred tank operated in batch mode. The pH condition of the reactor was lifted 

from 4.5 to 6.5 (a stepwise by 0.5) using a pH controller and 10M NaOH solution. After 5 d 

of retention time, the hydrolysate was taken out of FR, then it was diluted with the different 

rates of 3, 2, and 1. Then it continued to be filtered (1mm) and stored in BT. Finally, the 

liquid fractions of the hydrolysate was pumped into MR. While, both FR and MR were 

maintained at mesophilic temperature, temperature of BT was not controlled. There were all 

16 experimental stages with the difference of pH, dilution rates, and OLRs. Details of 

experimental stages are shown in Table 4.2. 

 

Fig. 4.1. Two-stage anaerobic digestion model 

Table 4.2: Experimental stages 

Stages 
Hydrolytic 

reactor 
Dilution 

rate 
Methane 
reactor Stages 

Hydrolytic 
reactor 

Dilution 
rate 

Methane 
reactor 

pH n HRT days pH n HRT days 

S1 6.51 3:01 15.79 S9 6.48 3:01 3.95 

S2 5.98 3:01 15.79 S10 5 1:01 7.89 

S3 5.52 3:01 15.79 S11 6.01 1:01 7.89 

S4 4.98 3:01 15.79 S12 4.53 2:01 5.26 

S5 4.56 3:01 15.79 S13 5.48 2:01 5.26 

S6 4.5 3:01 7.89 S14 6.56 2:01 5.26 

S7 5.47 3:01 7.89 S15 6.58 2:01 3.51 

S8 6.47 3:01 7.89 S16 5.52 2:01 3.51 

 

4.2.2. Chemical analysis 

Carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) of the substrates were determined following by combustion 

method at 920 oC using a CHN analyser (2400 II, PerkinElmer, USA). TS, VS, and pH were 

carried out in accordance with APHA standard methods with brief description was presented 

Hydrolysis Solid-liquid Methane 

Feedstock Hydrolysate  
(H) 

Effluent 

Water Water 

TS 12%; HRT 5d; 
T=36oC 

HRT =3.5-15.8 d; 
T= 36oC 
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by Pham Van et al. (2018b). Total chemical oxygen demand (TCOD), soluble chemical 

oxygen demand (SCOD) and soluble nitrogen (TN) were measured by a spectrophotometer 

(MD600, Lovibond, UK). In which, SCOD and TN were performed after being filtered (0.45 

μm) (Dinh et al., 2019). 

VFA analysis: one ml of samples was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 15 min. The 

supernatant was collected and then mixed with TCA 10% in accordance with a ratio of 1:1. 

The mixture was kept in ice for one hour to complete protein precipitation reactions. Then it 

continued to be centrifuged at 4oC and 8000 rpm for 10 min to remove suspended maters 

totally. One µl of the supernatant was collected to determine VFA components by a GC-14A 

(Shimadzu, Japan) equipped with a flame ionization detector and a capillary column. 

Gas component was analyzed using a GC-2014 equipped with a packed column and a 

thermal conductivity detector (Shimadzu, Japan). Operation: Injection temp: 250oC; carrier 

gas: He, 40ml/min; detector temp: 200oC; column temp: program rate 40oC ~ 200oC 

(10oC/min).  

 

4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. Fermentation reactor 

Fast acidification at hydrolytic reactors has often caused the pH inside dropping down 

quickly. If there is no timely adjustment, the pH may drop down below 4.0 (Cavinato et al., 

2011; Jiang et al., 2013). At this pH level, the activity of the hydrolytic enzyme is relatively 

slow (Sanders, 2001). Even at higher pH level (4.0), it required a long time (15 days) to 

complete the process (Abbasi et al., 2011; Van et al., 2019). Therefore, the alkaline additive 

was often used to adjust the pH during the anaerobic digestion process (Chen et al., 2015; 

Van et al., 2019). In the current study, alkaline amount consumption was 5.8 mg-NaOH/g-

TS to maintain reaction at the pH 4.5 condition. It raised up to 53.5 mg/g-TS and 76.7 mg/g-

TS for pH of 5.5 and 6.5, respectively. This can be explained by at higher pH levels caused 

significantly increasing the kinetic rate constant of hydrolysis (more activities of hydrolytic 

enzyme) (Sanders, 2001). This enhanced concentration of acidified products then required 

much more NaOH consumption. Alkaline consumption also will vary for different kinds of 

feedstock. For wheat straw substrate, Sambusity only had to consume 10mg-NaOH/g-TS 

for controlling hydrolysis at pH 6.7. Zhang et al. (2005) even had to add a dosage of 156.5 
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g-Na+/g-TS (equivalent to 272.1 g-NaOH/g-TS) to maintain the pH at 5 for hydrolysis of 

kitchen waste. 

 

Fig. 4.2. Influence of pH levels on fermentative products 

In the fermentative products, SCOD accounted for 62% of TCOD. This ratio is very 

important, as it shows the effectiveness of the hydrolysis. This result indicated that it was 

incomplete hydrolysis and 38% of initial substrate was in the form of complex structure 

(solid particles). This phenomenon was also often reported in the literature (Bolzonella et 

al., 2005; Cavinato et al., 2011; Sans et al., 1995). This can be explained by BMS contains 

a large amount of the raw fibre contents (13.6-39.5%) which are difficult to be hydrolyzed 

(Campuzano & González-Martínez, 2016). Fig. 4.2 shows the effects of pH levels on 

hydrolysis at low solid condition. There was a significant increase in the concentration of 

hydrolysate when raising the pH from 4.5 to 6.5. At pH 4.5, SCOD was 53.9 g/L (equivalent 

to 0.66 g/g-VS). It increased up to 64.1 g/L (equivalent to 0.79 g/g-VS) at pH 6.5, and there 

was no significant difference between pH 6.0 and 6.5. So pH in the range of 6.0-6.5 was the 

best condition for hydrolysis, similar to those reported in the literature (Sanders, 2001; Van 

et al., 2019; Yu & Fang, 2002). This is due to reducing pH below 6.0, the organic acids are 

mainly in the form of undissociated molecules that can pass through the membrane of 

microorganism and harm their growth (Babel et al., 2004). The yield of the hydrolytic 

products in the current study could be compared to which reported by Jiang et al. (2013) who 

obtained SCOD concentration of 84.2 g/L (equivalent to 0.76 g-SCOD/g-VS) with the same 

experimental conditions of pH and solids. At much higher solid condition (20-29%), Sans et 

al. (1995) and  Bolzonella et al. (2005) obtained much lower hydrolytic product 

concentration with the yield of 0.07-0.16 g-SCOD/g-VS and 0.27 g-SCOD/g-VS, 

respectively. Whereas at lower solid condition (6.8-7.8%), Cheah et al. (2019) obtained a 

much higher hydrolysate yield of 1.5-1.6 g-SCOD/g-VS. So besides waste characterizations, 
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operating parameters such as pH and solid condition also affect much to the effectiveness of 

the hydrolysis reactor, similar to the report by Van et al. (2019).  

The effectiveness of hydrolysis is determined by the ratio of CODVFAs to SOCD, as it 

shows how much soluble substance is transformed into VFA. This ratio in the current study 

was in the range of 0.73-0.79 that could be compared to the result reported by Jiang et al. 

(2013).  Experiment with a lower RT (3.5 d), Cheah et al. (2019) acquired CODVFA/SCOD 

of 0.23 that was much lower comparing to prior studies. Related to the effects of RT on 

acidogenesis, Traverso et al. (2000) showed that CODVFAs/SCOD was nearly 0.2 at RT of 1 

d and increased maximum up to 0.5 at 6 d RT. A similar trend was also reported by Sans et 

al. (1995). In fact, the retention time for acidification in particular and fermentation in 

general depends heavily on pretreatment processing. Beside RT, acidogenesis is also 

affected severely by pH levels, as shown in Fig. 3. Obviously, the pH adjustment from 4.5 

to 6.5 increased both the solubilization rate and the VFA production rate. Fermentation at 

pH 4.5 obtained VFA concentration of 25.2 g/L equivalent to a yield of 253.8 mg-VFA/g-

VS. It increased 19.6% at pH 5.5, 22.8% at pH 6, and 28.5% at pH 6.5. Performing 

acidogenesis at conditions of much higher TS (20-30%), pH 5-6, and RT of 2-8 days, Sans 

et al. (1995) obtained significant lower VFA yields in the range of 74.1-159.8 mg/g-VS.  

VFA components were also affected very much by pH conditions. Acetic acid, propionic 

acid, n-butyric acid, and n-valeric acid were dominant. In which, acetic and propionic acids 

accounted for 49.3% TVFAs at pH 4.5 and increased linearly with the pH levels. This 

amount was up to 71.6 % at pH 6.0 and reached 72.8% at pH 6.5. It seemed no significant 

difference in the yield and composition of fermentative product between pH 6 and 6.5. 

Moreover, methanogenesis of C4 and C5 is slower than that of C2 and C3. Therefore, it is 

preferably to control the fermentation at pH in the range of 6.0-6.5. Yu and Fang (2002) 

obtained the same phenomenon when acidifying dairy wastewater in the range of pH 4-6.5.   

4.3.2. Methane reactor 

After hydrolysis, keep the pH level but change the dilution rate (1 to 3:1) and HRTs (3.5-

15.8 d) made a complex matrix of operating factors as presented in Table 4.3. In which, the 

variations of substrate concentration (CODin) and OLR were consequences the change in 

dilution rates and HRTs. These changes caused a significant variation in performance of 

methanogenesis. Results obtained were biogas yield in the range of 193.3-327 Nml/g-TS 

(containing 54.2-71.6 % CH4) and 70-90% COD removal. Especially, the effects of pHs and 

OLRs were easily recognized, shown in Fig. 4.3. 
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Table 4.3. Parameters in operation of methane reactor 

Stages pH 
HRT 

(d) 

CODin 

g/L 

OLR 
Stages pH 

HRT 

(d) 

CODin 

g/L 

OLR 

g-COD/L/d g-TS/L/d g-COD/L/d g-TS/L/d 

S1 6.51 15.79 25.80 1.63 1.90 S9 6.48 3.95 25.45 6.45 7.60 

S2 5.98 15.79 24.73 1.57 1.90 S10 5.00 7.89 44.58 5.65 7.60 

S3 5.52 15.79 24.42 1.55 1.90 S11 6.01 7.89 50.35 6.39 7.60 

S4 4.98 15.79 23.28 1.39 1.90 S12 4.53 5.26 28.17 5.35 7.60 

S5 4.56 15.79 22.57 1.38 1.90 S13 5.48 5.26 31.77 6.04 7.60 

S6 4.50 7.89 22.03 2.79 3.80 S14 6.56 5.26 33.18 6.30 7.60 

S7 5.47 7.89 24.18 3.07 3.80 S15 6.58 3.51 33.45 9.53 11.40 

S8 6.47 7.89 25.98 3.29 3.80 S16 5.52 3.51 31.72 9.05 11.40 

 

  

Fig. 4.3. Effect of the pH and OLRs on biogas production 

As shown in Fig. 4.3, the influences of pH input on biogas production were differently at 

different OLRs. Increase of pH enhanced significantly both quality and quantity of biogas, 

and these effects tended to be stronger at a higher OLR. In the lowest OLR stage (1.9 g-

TS/L/d), lowering pH from 6.5 to 4.5 lead to decrease biogas yield from 327 to 302.1 Nml/g-

TS and CH4 from 71.6% to 66.1%. The influence of pH was getting stronger at higher OLRs. 

In the highest OLR stage (11.4 g-TS/L/d), biogas yield of 273.7 Nml/g-VS (62.7% CH4) was 

obtained at pH 6.5, it dropped down to 224.3 Nml/g-TS (58.9% CH4) at pH 5.5. And reactor 

collapsed at pH 4.5. The pH 5.5 seemed a critical point, methane reactor operated below this 

value would be inhibited significantly the efficiency of biogas production. Yu and Fang 

(2002) also observed the same effect of pH in the range of 5.5-6.5 on biogas production. 

According to the literature, CH4 is formed in the methanogenesis via two main different 

ways: (1) acetotrophic bacteria ferment acetic acid to CH4 and CO2; (2) hydrogenotrophic 
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methanogens synthesise methane from CO2 (Abbasi et al., 2011; Van et al., 2019). As 

discussed by Van et al. (2019), changing environmental conditions could cause different 

responses of these two groups. That leads to the change of the ratio of reaction (1) to reaction 

(2) and leading to the variation of CH4 content of biogas. So the results of the current study 

reflected that acetotrophic bacteria adapted better than hydrogenotrophic one at low pH 

condition and high OLR.  

Increasing OLR is synonymous to reducing HRT (contact time between substrate and 

microorganism) or raising substrate concentration (Van et al., 2019). Therefore, it is 

reasonable when this study observes that the efficiency of the reactor decreases as the OLR 

increases in the range of 1.9-11.4 g-TS/l/d. In contrast to the current study, Boonsawang et 

al. (2015) found the best performance of methane reactor at 6.1 g-COD/l/d when OLR in the 

range of 4-8 g-COD/l/d. This result was confusing and had not been explained by the authors. 

 Most studies show that methanogens can only thrive in a very narrow pH range of 7.2-

7.8 (Van et al., 2019). However, the results in this study showed that methanogen could work 

well when directly contacting with a pH input down to 4.5 at low and medium organic 

loading rates. It was only affacted severely by pH input of 4.5 at higher OLR. This positive 

result is attributed to the strong features of the granular sludge. Moreover, the granular sludge 

layer played the role as a buffer zone which helped scatter the impacts of the input 

fluctuation.  

In fact, the observed data of biogas yield and methane content were results of effects from 

three variables including pHs, OLRs, and HRTs. Moreover, Fig. 4.3 revealed that the 

relationship between outcomes (biogas or %CH4) and pH at different OLRs might be a 

quadratic curve. Therefore, quadratic multivariate regression analysis was applied to find 

out the law of the effect of these variables on the outcomes. The predicted regression 

equations for biogas yield and CH4% as the response of the model are given in the following 

Table 4.4 with only significant coefficients (p<0.05);  
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Table 4.4. Multivariate regression analysis of biogas yield and methane concentration 

Model Biogas yield Methane concentration 

Coefficients Estimate T value Pr (>ltl) Estimate T value Pr (>ltl) 

Intercept 173.4557 5.058 *** 49.3485 11.522 *** 

OLR2 -3.5113 -5.023 *** -0.5088 -5.829 *** 

OLR*pH 7.4108 5.391 *** 1.0351 6.029 *** 

CODin = (OLR/HRT) -2.4588 -3.326 ** -0.2396 -2.595 * 

HRT 9.5350 5.050 *** 1.1608 4.923 *** 

General information  Multiple R2 : 0.8389 ; Adjusted R2 : 
0.7803 ; F-statistic: 14.32;  p-value: 
0.0002445 

Multiple R2 : 0.8368; Adjusted R2 : 0.7775  
; F-statistic: 14.1; p-value: 0.0002619 

 

The biogas yield and methane concentration models for methane reactor were given with 

R2 of 0.8793 and 0.8154, respectively. These explain the high level of correlation between 

the experimental and predicted values. Also, the high F-statistic values with very low 

probability values (p-value < 0.05) (Table 4) reflected that most of the variations in the 

responses can be explained by the model equation. The modelling analysis indicated that 

pHs, OLRs, and HRTs were major impacts on biogas production. While pHs (4.5-6.5) and 

HRTs (3.5-15.8 d) had positive effects, OLRs (1.9-11.4 g-TS/L/d) and substrate 

concentration had negative effects.  

4.4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

In the fermentative reactor, increasing pH in the range of 4.5 to 6.5 caused significant 

changes in the yield and composition of the fermentative products. The results in both 

hydrolysis and acidogenesis showed that the fermentation operated at pH 6.0-6.5 was much 

better than lower pH conditions. That was mostly due to the increase of acetate & propionate 

concentrations at higher pH levels. 

In the methane reactor, all pH (4.5-6.5), HRT, and OLR were proved as significant 

factors that affected both biogas quality and quantity. While pH and HRT showed synergic 

effects on the performance of methanogenesis, OLR presented antagonistic effects. And the 

influences of OLRs and HRT was more and more clearly at lower pH of the influent. 

Working with pH input of 6.0-6.5, the reactor could operate well at a very high OLR (11.4 

kg-TS/L/d) even using the shortest HRT (3.5 d). The reactor worked with the pHs below this 
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range would be inhibited significantly. When pH-input at 4.5, the reactor could only work 

with low OLRs. The changes in capacity and performance of reactor reflected the activity of 

methanogens. In which, both acetotrophic and hydrogenotrophic methanogens were 

impacted by acidic condition and high concentrations of substrates. However, acetotrophic 

one adapted better than hydrogenotrophic one at these adverse conditions.    

Maintaining fermentation with pH in the range of 6.0-6.5 was the best for both reactors. 

However, it required a significantly higher dosage consumption of alkaline than other pH 

levels. This issue might significantly increase the operation cost of the treatment plant. 

Meanwhile, the effluent with high pH can be recirculated to solve this. However, the 

recirculation rate and its effects should be studied for high-efficiency achieved. Moreover, 

there is a lack of recommendation for OLR limitation in the current study. Therefore, the 

overloading problem should be also further studied. 
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Chapter 5 - Influence of The Effluent Recirculation on Two-stage 
Anaerobic Digestion of Biodegradable Municipal Solid Waste 

Abstract. 

This chapter aims to investigate the effects of effluent recirculation on a two-stage 

anaerobic digestion (TAD) system. The system included one fermentation reactor (FR), one 

buffer tank (BT), and one hybrid methane reactor (MR). In the FR, biodegradable municipal 

solid waste (BMSW) was fermented with operating parameters: initial total solid 12%, 5 d 

retention time (RT), and temperature of 36±1oC. After fermentation, the substrate continued 

to be diluted with the different recirculation rates (RRs) of 3, 2, 1 and 0.5 in the BT. The 

liquid fraction was collected and introduced into the MR with organic loading rate (OLR) of 

11.4 kg-TS/m3/d and temperature of 36 oC. In case of using tap water instead of the effluent 

recirculation, 10M NaOH solution was used in HR to controlled the pH at different levels 

5.5 and 6.5. Results in HR showed that using the effluent recirculation brought stabilization 

at the pH 6.5. Meanwhile, without recirculating the effluent, it cost a dose of 76.7 g-

NaOH/kg-TS to maintain hydrolysis at pH 6.5. At a lower alkaline dose of 49.9 g-NaOH/kg-

TS caused a decrease of the pH down to 5.5 leading to reduction of 5.2% TCOD, 5.6% 

SCOD and 9.6% TVFAs.  Continue to recirculate the effluent to dilute hydrolysate at BT 

increased pH of substrate resulted in having higher performance compared to without the 

effluent recirculation. Increasing RR in the range of 0.5-3 at buffer tank led to change the 

operating parameters of the MR including reducing both input concentration from 71.8 to 

26.7 g/L and HRT from 7.02 to 2.63 days. RR 2 was the best ratio for operation (TCOD 

input of 35.2 g-O2/L) to gaining biogas yield of 431.7 Nml/g-VS (64% CH4) and COD 

removal of 92.7%. At RR 3, contact time between biomass sludge and substrate flow was 

not long enough. At lower RRs, activities of microorganism were inhibited by direct contact 

to a high concentration of hydrolysate. 

Key words: Two-stage system, anaerobic digestion, recirculation rate, municipal solid waste 
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5.1. Introduction 

Anaerobic digestion has been getting more and more attention because of its useful 

application in transforming bio-waste into energy (Van et al., 2019). It has brought a huge 

benefit, both as a solution to environmental concerns and also as an alternative renewable 

energy resource to deal with today’s human increasing energy demand (Abbasi et al., 2011; 

Van et al., 2019). Methane gas is generated through a series of sequential biochemical 

reactions including hydrolysis/acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and methanogenesis (Hill et al., 

1987; Van et al., 2019). In present, dry single-stage anaerobic digestion is the most using 

technique applied to treat MSW, which allows all reactions above occurs in one reactor with 

very high solid concentrations (Abbasi et al., 2011). However, microorganism groups in 

charge of these reactions above have different optimal growth conditions. Therefore, the 

fluctuation in the characteristics (load, pH, concentrations…) of feedstock could harm the 

balance between these groups leading to loss of stability. Moreover, this technique requires 

a high ratio (6-8:1) of the effluent to the incoming waste leading to high-cost of operation. 

Recently, the two-stage anaerobic digestion process is considered to be more effective than 

single-stage digestion (Zuo et al., 2014). It separates hydrolysis/acidogenesis and 

methanogenesis in two different reactors. While the first reactor optimises conditions for 

hydrolytic/acidogenic microorganisms grow, the second reactor is controlled to optimise 

growth kinetics for methanogens. By this way, the system becomes more powerful and can 

resist fluctuations of the characteristics of the waste stream.  In the first reactor, fermentation 

of substrates leads to pH dropping down quickly, pH<4.5 requires a long time of digestion 

(Van et al., 2019). In the second reactor, acidogenic products are converted into biogas by 

the activity of methanogens which are very sensitive to pH condition, contact with low pH 

(<5.5) causing a collapse of the reactor (Chernicharo & Augusto, 2007; Gerardi, 2003). So, 

it is inevitable using alkali for pH controlling in the processes. In the full-scale anaerobic 

digestion plants, the use of alkali constitutes the major operational cost. To reduce the 

consumption of alkalinity, the effluent from the methane reactor with high pH values is 

recirculated to the hydrolytic reactor or mix with substrates before loading into the methane 

reactor. Romli et al. (1994) investigated the effect of the different recirculation ratio (recycle 

to feed flow rate) on a high-rate anaerobic wastewater treatment system. They employed a 

configuration of a continuous stirred tank reactor- CSTR for acidogenesis and a fluidised 

sand bed reactor for methanogenesis. They showed that a recirculation ratio of 2 was the best 
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for minimising steady-state total operating costs. Aslanzadeh et al. (2013) performed 

digestion of starch and cotton by using two-stage anaerobic system combining CSTR and 

upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB). They reported that the use of the effluent 

recirculation brought significant benefits of higher methane yield and stability of the process. 

Zuo et al. (2013) used vegetable as substrate; they showed that effluent recirculation in two-

stage anaerobic digestion alleviated the effect of VFA inhibition and improved biogas 

production in the acidogenic reactor at high OLR because of the effects of dilution and pH 

adjustment. Wikandari et al. (2018) experimented two-stage anaerobic digestion of citrus 

waste. They reported that the reactor with effluent recirculation produced a higher methane 

yield (160–203 NmL/g·VS) compared to that without recirculation (66–113 NmL/g·VS). 

For overall, the effects of effluent recirculation on TAD have been investigated on many 

different types of waste. However, the investigation on BMSW which accounted for the 

largest proportion in bio-waste sector, has been limited in the literature.  

Therefore, this study aims to investigate the influence of effluent recirculation in the 

two-stage anaerobic digestion of BMSW with the different recycle rates. The response of 

the performance to increasing recirculation ratio was evaluated in terms of biogas 

production, chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal, and the kinetics of methanogenesis.  

 
5.2. Materials and Methods 

5.2.1. Feedstock 

The feedstock was a mixture of BMSW and horse dung (HD) with a ratio of 9:1 (wet 

basis). In which, HD plays the roles of inoculum for only fermentation. Firstly, BMSW was 

separated from municipal solid waste that was collected at the Okayama Incinerator Plant. 

It was cut and ground to small size particles then stored in a freezer until use. Horse dung 

was collected at a horse cage in Okayama University (Japan). To avoid reactivation of 

bacteria activity, it was used immediately soon after collection. Characteristics of BMSW, 

HD, and feedstock are shown in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1. Characteristics of the materials 

Parameters BMSW Horse Dung Feedstock 
TS (%) 26.88±0.22 20.01±0.28 26.19 
VS (%TS) 66.24±1.21 76.82±0.59 67.05 
C (%TS) 44.81±0.53 45.22±0.13 44.84 
N (%TS) 2.54±0.01 1.24±0.03 2.44 
C/N 17.64±0.19 36.37±0.83 18.37 
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5.2.2. Experimental model 

The experimental model of two-stage anaerobic digestion included one fermentation 

reactor (FR, 5L), one buffer tank (BT), and one hybrid methane reactor (MR, 6L) with the 

material flow as shown in Fig. 5.1. FR was a continuously stirred tank operated with batch 

mode and retention time (RT) 5 days. Every day, the hydrolysate was taken out of FR, then 

it was diluted, filtered (1mm), and stored in BT. After that, the liquid fractions of the 

hydrolysate was pumped into MR. While both FR and MR were maintained at mesophilic 

temperature, the temperature of BT was not controlled. There were two circles of the effluent 

recirculation (R1 and R2) with the aims of diluting substrate concentration and stabilising 

pH condition. While R1 circle was mixed with fresh feedstock to adjust TS at 12%, R2 circle 

was used to dilute the hydrolysate. In the beginning, the recirculation rate (RR) of R2 set at 

3:1 for stage I, then this dilution rate was decreased to 2, 1, and 0.5 for stage II, III, and IV, 

respectively.  

 
Fig. 5.1. Material flow of two-stage anaerobic digestion 

Non-recirculating experiments were performed using tap water to replacing for R1 and 

R2 circles. At that time, pH condition in the FR was adjusted at the same value in the 

previous experiment by NaOH 10 M solution. All experimental periods are shown in Table 

5.2. 

Table 5.2: Operating parameters of the methane reactor 
Stage  Hydrolysis Methanogenesis  

TS HRT pH Dilution rate HRT (days) TCOD/SCOD 
EX1 

12 % 5 days 

Uncontrolled 

3.0 2.63 26.7/16.7 
EX2 2.0 3.51 35.2/21.8 
EX3 1.0 5.26 52.6/32.4 
EX4 0.5 7.02 71.8/44.1 
EX5 6.5 2.0 3.51 33.5/21.0 
EX6 5.5 2.0 3.51 31.7/19.8 

 

First Reactor Solid-liquid 
separation 

Second Reactor 

Recirculation (R1) 

Recirculation (R2) 

n=R2/H=0.5; 1; 2; 3 

Solid waste 

(100g) 

Hydrolysate  

(H)

Effluent 

(100g) 
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5.2.3. Analytical methods 

Carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) of the substrate were determined in accordance with the 

description presented by P. V. Dinh et al. (2018). TS, VS, and pH were carried out in 

accordance with APHA standard methods (P. Dinh et al., 2019; P. V. Dinh et al., 2018). 

TCOD and TN were measured by a spectrophotometer (MD600, Lovibond, UK). Gas 

content (carbon dioxide, methane and other) was analysed according to the method described 

by Pham Van et al. (2018b).  

VFA analysis: one ml of samples was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 15 min. The 

supernatant was collected and then mixed with TCA 10% in accordance with a ratio of 1:1. 

The mixture was kept in ice for one hour for protein precipitation reaction. Then it continued 

to be centrifuged at 4oC and 8000 rpm for 10 min to remove suspended matters. One µl of 

the supernatant was collected to determine VFA components by a GC-14A (Shimadzu, 

Japan) equipped with a flame ionisation detector and a capillary column. 

5.3. Results and Discussions 

5.3.1. Comparison between recirculation and without recirculation of the effluent. 

Fast acidification at hydrolytic reactors has often caused the pH inside dropping down 

quickly. If there is no timely adjustment, the pH may drop down to 3.5 (Cavinato et al., 

2011). At this pH level, the growth rate of hydrolytic microorganism is so low, leading to 

require a long time for degradation (Abbasi et al., 2011; Van et al., 2019). Therefore, the 

alkaline additive was often used to adjust the pH during the anaerobic digestion process 

(Chen et al., 2015; Van et al., 2019). In the current study, sodium hydroxide consumption 

was 49.9 g/kg-TS to maintain hydrolysis at pH 5.5 (EX6). And it was 76.7 g-NaOH/kg-TS 

for pH 6.5 (EX5). Obviously, with a large amount of sodium hydroxide consumption, 

operation cost in EX5 and EX6 would significantly increase. In experiment EX2, using the 

effluent to mix with the feedstock helped maintain the pH comparable to in the EX6 without 

using alkali. That can be explained by the following series of consequences. BMSW contains 

a large amount of protein which is converted into amino acids in the FR. The amino acids 

continue to be broken down to produce ammonia (NH3) in the methane reactor 

(acetogenesis). Ammonia is a weak base in water and produces a buffer solution as the 

following equation:  NH3 + H2O ↔ NH4
+ + OH- (1) (Chen et al., 2015). Moreover, most 

volatile fatty acids introduced into the methane reactor are converted into biogas. These 
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reasons led to the effluent out of methane reactor having high alkalinity. Therefore, diluting 

the feedstock by the effluent stabilised the pH of the FR.  

The hydrolytic products produced from different conditions are shown in Fig. 5.2(a). 

There was no significant difference of TCOD, SCOD and total VFAs between hydrolysis at 

pH 6.5 from non-recycle and recycle processes. So using the recirculation of the effluent 

only provided alkalinity for hydrolysis and did not have any adverse impact on this process. 

Comparing to fermentation at the pH 6.5, the pH 5.5 caused a reduction of 5.2% TCOD, 

5.6% SCOD and 9.6% TVFAs. Veeken et al. (2000) also found that the hydrolysis rate 

increased significantly by raising the pH from 5 to 7. These results can be explained by 

enzymatic activity has a significant positive correlation with the pH condition in the range 

of 5-6.5 (Sanders, 2001). The hydrolytic products were diluted one more time with RR 2 

before introducing into the methane reactor. At that time, while the pHs of non-recirculation 

experiments did not have a significant change, the pH of recirculation experiments increased 

up to 7.5. Also, the different characteristics of fermentative products made different 

performances of methanogenesis, as shown in Fig. 5.2(b).   

  

Fig. 5.2. Comparison between non-recycle and recycle of the effluent 

For overall, the current study was in accordance with the reports of Aslanzadeh et al. 

(2013) and Zuo et al. (2014) who suggested that a higher performance was achieved in using 

the recirculation comparing to non-recirculation. The pH input of 7.5 provided the best 

condition for biogas generation with a yield of 431.7 Nml/g-VS containing 64% CH4. 

Contact with a slightly acidic condition (pH 6.5) caused reducing 2% methane concentration 

and 7% methane yield. Contact with an acidic condition pH 5.5 (EX6) led to inhibition of 
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28.8% methane yield and reduction of 8% CH4 concentration. So these results agreed with 

the literature that methanogens thrive favour at a slight base condition (Van et al., 2019). 

Lindner et al. (2015) increasing the pH input from 5.5 to 7.5 and obtained an increase of 42.3 

% methane yield. However, the highest methane concentration was with pH input 6. It could 

be explained by the reason: acetic acid was the highest proportion at pH 6, which produces 

the highest methane concentration comparing to other VFAs.   

According to the literature, CH4 is formed in the methanogenesis via two main different 

ways: (2) acetotrophic bacteria ferment acetic acid to CH4 and CO2 ; (3) hydrogenotrophic 

methanogens synthesise methane from CO2. These two bacterial groups respond differently 

to the change in environmental conditions. That causes the change of the ratio of reaction 

(2) to reaction (3) and leading to the change of CH4 content of biogas. In the current study, 

the reduction of methane content when reducing pH in the range of 7.5-4.5 indicates that 

acetotrophic bacteria were better adapted than hydrogenotrophic one at acidic conditions.  

5.3.2. Effects of the recirculation rate on methane reactor 

Changing RR in the range of 0.5-3 led to varying of biogas yield (370.5-431.7 Nml/g-

VS), methane concentration (61.4-64.6%) and COD removal (85.2-92.7%). Details of the 

influence of different recirculation rates on the performance of the MR are shown in Fig. 

5.3. 

 

Fig. 5.3. Effects of different RRs on methanogenesis  

The highest digestion performance of the methane reactor was obtained at RR 2 with 

TCOD of 35.2 mg-O2/L. At higher RR (=3) brought advantages of contact with lower 
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substrate (TCOD = 26.7 g/L, VFAs) concentration and faster diffusion of substrates. 

However, operation at RR 3 had got much shorter retention time than at RR2. According to 

Mshandete et al. (2004), RT should be long enough to allow soluble substrates to penetrate 

within beads then be decomposed by bacteria inside. The current study observed that 

performance at RR3 was a little a bit lower than operated at RR2. This indicated that contact 

time between microorganism and substrate at RR 3 was not good enough as at RR 2. As a 

result supporting to the current study, Zuo et al. (2014) showed that increasing RR to dilute 

hydrolysate from COD 21 g-O2/L to 6.8 g-O2/L caused reducing 6% of methane yield and 

8% of COD removal. They even found the washout of biomass during the highest RR. 

Mshandete et al. (2004) had reported that high recirculation rate provided rapid liquid mixing 

between two-stage reactors and this fast diffusion represents a reduction in the liquid phase 

mass transfer resistance around the beads which reduce the thickness of the laminar liquid 

layer past the beads leading to decreased system efficiency. Moreover, Yu et al. (2000) 

supposed that a relatively high recirculation rate would cause disproportionate increase in 

the effective loading rate of the methanogenic reactor and interactively give rise to a 

progressive increase in the organic output concentration and also decline in the performance. 

Dilution of the influent stream affects diffusion or transmission of substrate into the film and 

may produce a slower reaction rate, thus leading to a decrease in process performance. 

Operation with RRs 1 and 0.5 had much longer retention time compared to at RR 2. 

According to Mshandete et al. (2004), long retention time provides a laminar flow which 

allows substrate easily to penetrate within the beads and be decomposed by bacteria inside, 

in other words it improves the chances for methanogens to digest the substrate. However, 

contact with too high hydrolysate concentrations caused inhibition of methanogens. At RR 

1, TCOD 52.6 g-O2/L in the influence led to a reduction of 6.5% biogas yield and 2.7% COD 

removal. At RR 0.5, TCOD of the influent up to 71.8 g-O2/L inhibited 17.7% biogas yield 

and 8.1% COD removal.  

Also from Eqs. 2 and 3, the decrease of CH4 content caused by the decrease of 

recirculation rate reflected that acetogenotrophic bacteria were adapted better than 

hydrogenotrophic one at high substrate concentration. In contrast to this result, Romli et al. 

(1994) observed that methane concentration decreased with increasing recycling rate. In this 

report, the pH input was adjusted decrease from 7.6 to 6.6 together with increasing the 

recycling rate. As discussed in last section, decreasing the pH also caused in CH4. Therefore, 
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the change of CH4 reflected that effect of pH decrease was stronger than of recycling rate 

increase not was due to stripping of dissolved CO2 from the liquid phase as the authors stated. 

Especially, a strong linear relationship between CH4 content and COD-input concentration 

once more time indicated a sensitivity of microorganism in the MR in the current study. It is 

easy to understand because of direct contact between methanogens and high concentration 

substrates. It is far different from the completely mixed reactor in that high substrate 

concentration is rapidly diluted many times by low substrate concentration inside (Van et 

al., 2019). That is why Cavinato et al. (2011) could not found a significant effect of COD 

input in the range of 16-49 g/l on methane concentration when using CSTR for 

methanogenesis. Experiment at much lower OLR (1.7 kg-VS/m3/d) compared to the current 

study,  Zuo et al. (2014) showed that increasing recirculation rate in the range of 0.6-1.4 did 

not bring a significant increase of methane yield, even decreased COD removal. Therefore, 

at the low-rate system, recirculation rate should only play the role of controlling the pH in 

the hydrolytic/acidogenic reactor in a suitable range.   

5.4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Recirculating the effluent had brought a series of significant benefits such as stabilizing 

the hydrolysis process without using alkaline additives and increasing both biogas yield and 

methane concentration. Furthermore, non-utilizing the effluent consumes a sizable amount 

of water and the cost of heat energy for that water amount. RR 2 was the best ratio for 

operation with TCOD input of 35.2 g-O2/L. At higher RR, contact time between biomass 

sludge and substrate flow was not long enough. At lower RRs, activities of microorganism 

were inhibited by direct contact to high concentration of hydrolysate.  

Both acetrogenotrophic and hydrogenotrophic bacteria were severely impacted by acidic 

condition and high concentrations of substrates. However, acetogenotrophic one was 

adapted better than hydrogenotrophic one at these conditions.  
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APPENDIX 

A1 – Methane reactor of TAD system 
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A2 – Design of Methane reactor  
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A3 – Granular sludge under normal camera  

 

 

A4 – Granular sludge under stereo microscope  
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A5 – Single-stage anaerobic digestion tests (small volume)  

 

A6 – Single-stage anaerobic digestion system (5 L)  
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A7 – Collection of biodegradable municipal solid waste in the Okayama Clean Centre 

 


